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CHAPTER I 

BACKGROUND FOR CHAUCER'S LYRICS 

Because Geoffrey Chaucer's minor lyrics are considered 

by many readers principally as exercises in form and genre, 

these poems are almost ignored in the mass of Chaucer criti

c ism; in particular, the musical qualities of the lyrics 

h ave been only inadequately analyzeda Chaucer was influenced 

b y many circumstances and conditions of environment as all 

writers are influenced. His borrowings of genre, form, and 

t hemes or topics have received critical acknowledgment, but 

a s Chaucer remolded these influences and borrowings, they 

e mitted a new light, a new musical quality, and became solely 

h is. My thesis is that Chaucer combined elements from his 

many sources and his environment to write highly original 

lyrics employing various musical elements; his genius emerges 

through both his early and his late poems, but the late works 

in particular reveal rhetorical polish and maturity of 

thought. I hope to show that these lyrics Could have been 

set to music although we have no manuscripts notating any 

of his works. 

c. s. Baldwin states that we have a cormnon literature 

fund and that we come to know a poet only through reading 

1 
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his work. 1 By studying Chaucer's lyrics written over a 

thirty-year span from approximately 1369 to 1400, we see the 

growth of Chaucer not only through his increasing facility 

in syntax and metrical excellence but also through his devel

oping philosophy. It is worthy of note, however, that the 

humor commonly associated with Chaucer's works is character

istic of both his early and his late lyrics. Baldwin also 

states that composition shows the habits and the conventions 

of the times. 2 Chaucer, who subscribed to the practices of 

his era, reached to the continent, primarily France, for the 

form and genre of the lyrics, but he quickly altered the 

f orm not only to fit his need but also to fit the English 

l anguage in which he was a pioneer with his poetry. He 

i ncorporated his Italian influences which came from his 

reading, his neighbors, and his travels to Italy. He 

acquired influences, both Latin and Greek, through his ardent 

reading. And he employed concepts of his contemporaries and 

compatriots through reading and hearing their works read. 

To truly understand Chaucer's integration of various influ

ences into his lyrics and his infusing these elements with 

1 Three Medieval Centuries of Literature in England 
1100-1400 (New York: Phaeton Press, 1968), p. Icf. 

2 Baldwin, p. 8~ 
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his own genius requires one to reconstruct the environment 

of Chaucer. 

For the average Englishman of the fourteenth century, 

the center of life was the Church. Since more than nine out 

of each te~ people at this time lived in villages, towns, or 

boroughs in which little of sectarian artistic culture 

existed, the strongest cultural force on their lives was the 

Church.3 

Religion was the ruling force of the age. As the medie

val Catholic Church was the only active religion in Europe, 

the influence of the Church was seen and felt in all areas. 

The music of the Church influenced all music, the architec

ture of the Church influenced all architecture, and religious 

paintings and scuplture influenced all art. Chaucer's 

audience understood the Christian images and philosophical 

concepts. Despite the all-pervading Christian thought, how

ever, non-Christian concepts existed in the medieval world. 

The far-seeing, cosmopolitan Chaucer perhaps believed that 

Western Christendom was being threatened by Islam on the 

southeast and the heathen Prussians on the northeast as well 

as the Lollard movement by Wyclif in England itself. 4 This 

3 Robert W. Ackerman, Backgrot:,nds to Medieval English 
~iterature (New York: Random House, 1968), pp. 29-32. 

4 Herbert J.C. Grierson and J.C. Smith, A Critical 
Historv of Eng li s h Poe try (Ne w Yo r k: Oxford University 
Press, -· 1946 ) , p. i s-.--·-'-
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insight.of the poet is evident in much of his writing as he 

mixes Christian and pagan references. 

These influences of the Church are joined by the influ

ences of history and Chaucer's social environment. He was 

born to good times; as Emile Legouis ha.s observed, "In his 

youth, he witnessed an uninterrupted series of victories and 

conquests, together with a patriotic exaltation such as his 

country had never before experienced. 11 5 But by the time he 

had begun much serious writing, Edward III had become senile, 

and the Black Prince was sinking into a premature grave. 

When Edward died in 1377, the twelve-year-old Richard II was 

crowned; his coronation led to quarrels over his guardian

ship.6 Soon England saw uprisings among the peasants and a 

rise in power and influence of the middle-class merchants 

and · tradesmen. The three main classes of society consisted 

of the bellaiores (knighthood), oratores (clergy), and 

labcratores (workers), with all of whom Chaucer came in con

tact during his years of courtly or public responsibility. 7 

Thus the court was at its best when Chaucer was a page to 

Prince Lionel, but this court sank to the lowest state during 

5 Geoffrey Chaucer, trans. L. Lailavoix (London: J.M. 
Dent and Sons Ltd., 1913), p. 28. 

6 Legouis, p. 29. 

7 Grierson: p. 25. 
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the reign 0£ Richard II. Chaucer, a man of the world who 

loved faith, romance, and chivalry, was also a man who 

watched this world passing away. The world of faith was 

shaken by the transfer--for a time--of the Papal Chain from 

Rome to Avignon and by Wyclif's questioning of the doctrine 

of transubstantiation.8 The world of romance and chivalry 

was that world of splendid feudalism which had determined 

g-ove rnment, social life, and all ideals, but feudalism was 

being replaced by conunerce as the towns began to replace 

the feudal fiefdoms.9 

Chaucer spent much of his adult life in government 

service, a service which kept him close to the court and its 

inf luences. A particularly important member of the court 

was John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster. Whether he was loved 

or despised, John of Gaunt was a strong force in the govern

ment as well as a strong force in Chaucer's life. George 

Williams has noted that Chaucer could have been made or 

broken by John of Gaunt from the late 1360s until his 

death.lo Chaucer also composed his lyric "An ABC" for 

John's wife Blanche, the Duchess of Lancaster, just before 

8 Grierson, p. 40. 

9 John Matthew$ Manly, Some New Light on Chaucer (New 
York: Peter Smith, 1951), p. 268. 

10 A Ne~ View of Chaucer (Durham: Duke University Press, 
1965), p-:- 30 .. 
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her death. Their son Henry, Earl of Derby, who became 

Henry IV, was quite generous to Chaucer.11 Williams states: 

The conclusion seems inescapable. Every cir
cumstance of record suggests that Chaucer's 
public career was closely linked with the for
tunes of John of Gaunt. Perhaps it is not 
literally correct to call Gaunt a "patron" of 
Chaucer--if we define the word patron in a 
certain limited sense. But Gaunt was a loyal 
friend who saw to it that Chaucer prospered 
steadily as long as Gaunt was alive, and whose 
son and heir saw to it that Chaucer prospered 
as long as Chaucer was alive. Gaunt was the 
enormous brilliant sun of public life around 
which Chaucer's small asteroid of an official 
career revolved for more than thirty years.12 

Through these government years Chaucer traveled through 

France, Italy, and Flanders meeting people of all ranks: 

nobles, knights, and diplomats. John Livingston Lowes states 

that the first record we have of Chaucer shows his visiting 

along with Prince Lionel and the Countess of Ulster "the 

Benedictine Nunnery of Saint Leonards at the Prioress's 

Stratford atte Bowe."13 He further states, "No other English 

poet, in the first place, has approached Chaucer in the 

breadth and variety of his immediate personal experience in 

life. 11 14 He was captured in military service and ransomed 

11 Edwin J. Howard, Geoffrey Chaucer (New York: Twayne 
Publishers, Inc., 1964), P~ 16. 

12 A New View of Chaucer, p. 41. 

13 Essays in Appreciation (Port Washington, New York: 
Kennikat Press,-Ync., 1967), pp. 81-82. 

14 :Gowes, p. 7 9. 
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by t he King; he was made an esquire at court; he was sent to 

the Continent on at least a half dozen delicate missions; 

and he was made controller of customs, controller of petty 

customs, justice of the peace, clerk of the King's works, 

forester, and member of Parliament in England.ls Although 

he ceased traveling to the Continent after 1379, he then saw 

Eng lish life as he had never known it before.16 One critic 

said that Chaucer was "shrewdly observant" in his many and 

varied employments, which enabled hiTI to meet all classes of 

people from king to artisan, but that even though he was a 

man of the world, at heart he was really a bookworm with a 

library of at least sixty volumes.17 Grierson points out 

that Chaucer, Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio were all poets, 

courtiers, public servants, and a~bassadors. 18 So Chaucer's 

poetry and prose writing must have provided him some diver

sion from hii strenuous life in world affairs.19 

Because Chaucer was well acquainted with the English 

nobility, the trader-merchant, the common worker, and the 

15 Lowes , p • 7 9 • 

16 J. J. Jusserand, A Literary History of the English 
People (London: 'r. Fisher -Unwin Ltd., 19 2 5) , p. 312. 

17 GriErson, p. 26. 

1 8 Grierson, pp. 25-26. 

19 Bernard D. Grebanier et al. , eds., English Literature 
and Its Backgrounds, rev. ed. (New York: Henry Holt and Com
pany-;rnc., 1959), I, 78. 
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fore ign.nobility, his knowledge of true life was all

encompassing. Specifically he knew the classical writers 

through books, and he knew his literary contemporaries 

thro ugh travel. He began with translations from the French 

in c omplicated verse forms, but as he used these conventions, 

he a lso broke them when they confined his genius. G. K. 

Che s terton states that the medieval English word for "poet" 

was "maker" and that Chaucer was a maker not only of verse 

but also of a national language near to the making of a 

nat i on. 20 

As the English lyric had disappeared from the French

speaking court, only a few scattered lyrics were salvaged 

from the common people who had kept English alive after 1066. 

The se were mostly folk songs in various dialects; very few 

of them were written down, and fewer still were written 

wi th notations. Yet any one of the lyrics could have been 

r ead or sung to music for which notations were omitted or 

were never written. 

Chaucer turned all these influences and contacts into 

something original with him in his own language. One critic 

comments on Chaucer's use of the language: 

The brilliancy with which Chaucer used this 
new tongue, the instant fame of his works, 
the clear proof afforded by his writings 

20 Chaucer (London: Faber and Faber Limited, 1932), 
pp. 14-15. 
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that English could fit the highest and the 
lowest themes, assured to that idiom its 
definitive place among the great literarv 
languages. English still had, in Chauce~'s 
day, a tendency to resolve itself into dia
lects, as, in the time of the Conquest, the 
kingdom had still a tendency to resolve it
self into sub-kingdoms. Chaucer knew this 
and was concerned about it; he was anxious 
about .those differences of tongue, or orthog
raphy, and of vocabulary; he did all in his 
power to regulate these discordances; he had 
set ideas on the subject; and, what was rare 
in thos~ days, the whims of copyists made 
him shudder. Nothing shows better the faith 
he had in the English tongue, as a literary 
language, than his reiterated injunctions to 
the readers and scribes who shall read his 
poems aloud or copy them.21 

In 13 62 English was used in the courts; in 1363 English was 

used for the opening of Parliament; and in 1385 the children 

were taught English in schoo1.22 

Of Chaucer's education, we have no definite information, 

C. s.- Baldwin says that Chaucer's first schooling, probably, 

was learning Latin through the plainsong. 23 Actually as the 

Church culturally dominated education, the parish priest was 

teacher for some ninety percent of the population through 

his teaching of simple dogma. 24 The lessons were taught in 

the vestry of the Church, a room above the vestry, or the 

21 Jusserand, p. 338. 

22 David Daiches, A Critical History of English Litera
~ (New York: The Ronald Press Company, 1960), I, 37.---

23 Three ·Medieval Centuries, p. 203. 

24 Ackerman, p. 52. 
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priest's home. Some schools were song-schools or just small 

schools attached to the Church where the children learned 

manners, prayers, hymns, and some reading and writing in 

Lat i n.25 George A. Plimpton recreates Chaucer's education 

through known educational practices and through Chaucer's 

works, especially the "Prioress's Tale. 1126 From the primer 

Chaucer probably learned the Sign of the Cross, the alphabet 

in l arge and small letters, the exorcism, the Lord's Prayer, 

the Hail Mary, the Creed, and the Ten Commandments. Children 

were further taught about the seven deadly sins, the seven 

principal virtues, the seven works of mercy, the five ghostly 

wits, the four cardinal virtues, the seven gifts of the Holy 

Ghost, and the seven works of mercy. The primer ends with 

the Beatitudes and the sayings of Saint Augustine. 27 

After the primer came the service-book and little 

p rayers and psalms,which were followed by the teaching of the 

seven liberal arts: the trivium, which included grammar from 

Donatus, grammar from Priscian; and rhetoric and logic from 

Cicero and Aristotle; and the quadrivium, which included 

arithmetic by Boethius, geometry by Euclid, music by 

25 John Gardner, The Life and Times of Chaucer (New 
York: Random House, Vintage Books, 1977) ,f). 68. 

26 The Education of Chaucer (London: Oxford University 
Pres s , 19 3 5 ) , p . 3 5 . 

') 7 
~ Plimpton, p. 93. 
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Pythagoras, and astronomy by Ptolemy. The advanced studies 

included natural philosophy by Pliny, moral philosophy by 

Seneca, and metaphysic or theolo~y by Peter Lombard. 28 

Plimpton later states that the study of music ascribed to 

Pythagoras more likely came from Boethius's treatise in which 

music was discussed from a mathematical point of view.29 

Chaucer makes many allusions to Boethius; he even gives us 

a workable translation of The Consolation of Philosophy. 

Chaucer also refers to Amphion, the musician who built the 

wall s of Thebes by the music of his lyre, of whom he could 

have read in works by Statius or Horace. 3° Chaucer often 

refers also to the Vulgate, which included the books now 

comprising the Apocrypha. 31 Surely Chaucer's early education 

made him intimately aware of music especially in relation to 

phi losophy and religion. 

We do not know for sure that this was Chaucer's school

ing, but we do know that he lived in the learned household 

of Prince Lionel where he was possibly exposed to the best 

in education. George Lyman Kittredge said that it was a good 

28 Plimpton, p. 93. 

29 Plimpton, p. 108. 

30 Plimpton, p. 123. 

31 Plimpton, p. 135. 
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age in which to live and to create as a man of intellect read 

everything he could find. 32 Roberto. Payne reiterates the 

i dea that medieval thinkers were aware of and influenced by 

traditions of classical philosophy and art, especailly Roman, 

f or such a concern as the perfection of form, method, and 

technique. 33 

The cultural milieu in which Chaucer functioned partook 

of numerous musical elements. The singing and setting of 

lyric poetry to music formed a small but central part of 

medi e val education, which ranged from reading and writing to 

astronomy and science; medieval philosophers valued music in 

its ancient general and restricted sense as an educational 

element in the formation of character. 34 Musical treatises 

in particular provide evidence that instruction in medieval 

schools followed two trends, theoretica and practica, which 

were closely ·connected. 35 Music was taught to children in 

the larger cathedral schools and in the monasteries, but with 

the monastic reform and the rise of the universities, it fell 

32 Chaucer and His Poetry (Cambridge: Harvard Univer
.sity Press , 19 6 7) ~p -:--S-9 • 

33 The Key of Remem1?rance, A Study of Chaucer's ~oetics 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963), pp. 25-26. 

34 Charles N. Bqyd, "Music," The Encyclopedia Britan
nica, 1936 ed., p. 3. 

35 Nan Cooke Carpenter, Music in the .Medieval and 
Renaissance Universities (Norman: University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1958), p. 30. 
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to h igher institutions to continue the music tradition. 

Song- schools helped to teach the sounds and their relation

ship to mathematical numbers, instruction which helped the 

pupi ls learn the different modes used until staff notation 

became common. 36 Music was an integral part of the Church 

both in celebration of the mass and in daily devotions and 

spec ia l feats. Guillaume de Machaut, known primarily for his 

mus i ca l abilities, may have exerted influence on Chaucer's 

work s not only through his poems recognized as sources but 

also through his musical compositions. Chaucer's many allu

sions to music in his works attest to his interest in it. 

Thus we know that Chaucer was constantly surrounded by music 

and was well aware of music. 

Even in his "Retractions" Chaucer says that in his 

youth he made "many a song and many a lecherous lay."37 

Although the words "lyric" and "song" were used interchange

ably in the Middle Ages, we can accept the musical connota

tion of "song" as we know the well-educated middle- and 

upper-class Englishman of the fourteenth century was gen

erally trained in music. Almost every cultured man could 

sing and play an instrument. 38 George Williams suggests, 

36 Carpenter, p~ 30. 

37 Carpenter, p. 24. 

38 Williams, p. 42. 
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~
1 Pe r h aps Chaucer in his youth wrote songs and sang them as 

hi.s c ontribution to the entertainment of the company on those 

long afternoons and evenings when the entire household of 

cas t le or palace would gather in the great hall to entertain 

one another." 39 So any of his lyrics could have been sung or 

rea d to music at court. 

For Chaucer the normal education for an artist, John 

.Mat. t hews Manly states, was to study his art, to choose between 

methods and schools, and to reflect on the purpose of his 

writ ing for the best means of securing the effects he 

de s ired. 40 As books were the sole source of historical knowl

edg e, Chaucer and his contemporaries gained this knowledge 

t hrough a literary past. Payne considers important the "use 

of the past as an intellectual phenomenon which continued in 

remembrance just so long as it could be made a meaningful 

experience" for Chaucer. 41 Through his references from his 

writings such as "The Prologue" to The Legend of Good Women 

and references in The Canterburv Tales we know Chaucer had a --------
library even though books were rare and the best libraries 

were in the monasteries. Jusserand said that Chaucer read 

works in the fashion of society, romances of chivalry, love 

39 A New View of Chaucer, p. 42. ------
40 some New Light on Chaucer, p. 237. ~-- ~- --
41 rrhe Key of Remembrance, P. 64. 
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songs, and allegorical poems, and that he "imitated the 

writings best liked by those around him, which at the Court 

of t h e King, were mostly French books. 1142 He further states 

that although the nation was becoming English, most of the 

nobles were still French. 43 Thus we know Chaucer was greatly 

inf luenced by continental writers, classical writers, con

t~mporary writers both through their writings and through 

his t ravels, and the books he read. Plimpton said Chaucer 

was "certainly steeped in the literary tradition of courtly 

love which had been passed down to him and his time by the 

, "44 troubadours and trouveres of France such as Jean de Meun 

and Guillaume de Lorris. 

So as Chaucer began to write, three schools or methods 

existed. Manly states that these three schools are the long

established traditional school due originally to French 

inf luence and now felt in England which included the scrip

ture paraphrases and "The Owl and Nightingale"; the new and 

brilliant school of alliterative poets which included the 

romances of William of Palerne, the satire "Piers the Plow

man," "Pearl," "Patience," and "Purity"; and the new school 

of France of which the poet and musician Guillaume de Machaut 

42 A Literary ~istorx of the English Peopl~, p. 273. 

43 Jusserand, p. 273. 

44 Plimpton, .p. 138. 
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was l eader and which exalted fixed forms and rules of verse, 

which revealed artifice, and which stressed the union of 

music and versification in the lyric. 45 Manley believes that 

Chaucer chose the new school of Machaut perhaps because it 

was t he fashion of the court but that Chaucer did not follow 

thi s school unthinkingly. Manly adds that the school of 

Mach aut was a school of technique which all the principal 

wri t ers of verse in France followed for more than a century 

and that because it was still fresh and novel, Chaucer set 

hims e lf to acquire and introduce practices of this school 

into English poetry. 4 6 Manly reiterates his thought that 

47 
Chaucer's art was influenced by the French school. He 

divides Chaucer's career into the usually accepted three 

periods of French influence, Italian influence, and indepen

dence which he surrunarizes as follows: 

45 

46 

47 

48 

Many readers still feel that Chaucer was great 
only by native endowment, that conscious art 
was not a factor in his acccmplishment; and 
some critics, even if they do not believe this, 
write as if it were true. Strangely enough, 
naivete and unsophistication are still occa
sionally counted as among the elements of his 
char·m. 4 '8 

Some New Light on Chaucer, pp. 274-76. 
----
Manly, p. 76. 

Manly, p. 280 .. 

Manly, p. 267. 
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E. W. Edmunds finds Chaucer to have an agreeable per

sonal ity but finds him to be a bundle of contradictions: 

i~wi th full ruddy countenance and· tendency to embonpoint, he 

was silent and contemplative, even to melancholy." 49 He 

fur ther finds that the poet had a regard for religion and a 

love of philosophy and that this "duality of temperament is 

ref lected in almost every aspect of his work."SO Thus as 

Edmunds continues, he finds Chaucer a worshiper of Dante but 

a man of the world, an imitator of the French and Italians 

but English and original, and a satirist on the abuses of 

the ·church but no reformer, and he finds the key of these 

elusive antinomies to be Chaucer's sense of humor. 51 In 

summary, Edmunds says, "This made him a whole man--the voice, 

not of a party, not a country merely, but of mankind. no 

mere imitation of Dantes and Boccaccios, but the flower of a 

most fertile genius. 1152 Chesterton agrees as he states, 

"There is a sort of penumbra of playfulness round everything 

he e ver said or sang; a halo of hurnor. 1153 James Russell 

49 Chaucer and His Poetry (London: George G. Harrap and 
Company, -f§·I4)"; pp. TI0-11. 

50 Edmunds, pp. 210-11. 

51 Edmunds, pp. 210-11. 

52 Edmunds, p. 211. 

53 Chaucer, pp. 26-27_ 
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Lowell state~ that we owe much to the portrait of occleve 

which together with Chaucer's works shows us a poet more 

engaging than any other poet. 54 · Lowell elaborates on the 

pers onality revealed through the portrait: 

The downcast eyes, half sly, half meditative, 
the sensuous mouth , the broad brow, droop ing 
with weight of thought, and yet with an inex
pugnable youth shining out of it as from the 
morning forehead of a boy are all notice able, 
and not less so their harmony of placid tender
ness. We are struck, too, with the smoothness 
of the face as of one who thought easily, whose 
phrase flowed naturally, and who had never 
puckered his brow over an unmanageable verse.55 

Sur~ly we have here a man of natural ability who h a d to 

depen d on no one for his style of words as he integrated 

eleme nts from literary sources and from life into his own 

Engl i sh mode of expression. And the ability, style, and 

mode of expression pervade the entire extant Chaucer canon. 

We know that part of the Chaucer canon has been lost. 

We know this from contemporary allusions and from Chaucer 

himself, who said he wrote "many an ympne" to the God of 

love , "balades, rondels, verelayes," "bakes, songes, dytees, / 

I n r hyme, or elles in cadence" each and all "in reverence of 

Love."56 Edmunds feels that the poems that survived showed 

54 ~ study Windows (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1913), p .. 229. 

55 229. Lowell, p. 

56 Jusserand, p. 279. 
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no lyrical gift and states that "His songs were probably 

quite conventional and he took no pains to save them." 57 

This statement merely evokes the question of whether he took 

any pains to save any of his works or the question of why he 

took any pains to save any of his works or the question of 

why h e took pains to save the exact ones that were saved. 

Actual ly we have no way of knowing how or why any of the 

·--hauc er canon was saved, but evidence indicates that some of 

the manuscripts we have were preserved by accident. 

We have seen Chaucer as the man and poet of the people 

and the man and poet of the court who was influenced by the 

Chur ch, by his books, by his travels, and by his environment. 

But we have also seen that Chaucer molded these influences 

into his own patterns and into his own tongue, especially in 

his lyric poems, poems which could well have been set to 

music. Accordingly in the following chapters I shall divide 

Chaucer's extant lyrics into two chronological divisions, and 

I shall trace the known or supposed influences on each poem 

and the originality of each poem and shall explore how each 

poem might have been set to music. As the study progresses, 

I believe the growth of Chaucer as a man and as a poet will 

emerge. It is my hope that the study will help to emphasize 

the value inherent in the lyrics. 

5 7 Chaucer and His Po,etry, 1->. 4 6 · 



CHAPTER II 

HISTORICAL INFLUENCES 

As this study is centered on Chaucer's lyric poetry, a 

study of the history of lyrics may well establish a criterion 

for p robing the full meaning of these poems. The history of 

the l yrical influence together with the history of the musi

cal influence and the history of the religious influence on 

Ch auc er helps to open windows for understanding these short 

poe..rns . I will consider these histories separately, eve n 

tho ugh I feel that all three of these histories are inter

woven and influential upon each other. One critic senses 

thes e influences as he describes poetry: 

Poetry, the crowned queen of the arts, attracts 
us by many qualities: its music, the affluence 
of its imagery, the e xquisite choice of words 
and the harmony and felicity of their arrange
ment; but beyond, above, and beneath all these 
sources of sensuous delight there exists some
thing that excites further emotions; something 
that baffles description, that is wholly super
sensuous and spiritual, which wafts us airs from 
the immortal regions, and gives us brief glimp
ses of the deeper significance of life.I 

The definition of the word "lyric" connects the word to 

music originally. Bliss Perry stated that the word, derived 

1 Percy Ames, ed., Chaucer Memorial Lectures 1900 (Fol
·craft, Pennsylvania: Folcraft Library Editions, 19 7 Lrf-;· p. xii. 

20 
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from "lyre," meant a song written for musical accompaniment.2 

He further quotes E. B. Reed's statement in English ~yrical 

Poetry: "All songs, all poems following classical lyric 

forms; all short poems expressing the writer's moods and feel

ings in rhythm that sugge~ts music, are to be considered 

lyrics. 113 The lyric genre is so called because the ancient 

G~e e k term referred to the kind of poetry sung to the accom

paniment of a lyre. 4 Frank A. Patterson cites Palgrave's 

statement that a lyrical poem will turn on some single 

thought, feeling, or situati~n. 5 He further states that the 

history of the Provencal lyric insists on the singing qual

ity o f these poems, and he quotes Gaston Paris~statement 

that the term means "subjective poetry" and that the lyric 

is a unity of emotion. 6 Thus we find lyric poetry to be 

subj ective, to encompass one emotion, and to be either read 

to music or sung to music; the definition corresponds closely 

to · the definition in Britannica's World Language Funk and 

2 A study of Poetry (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1920), p. 231. 

3 Perry , p . 2 31 . 

4 Bernard D. Grebanier et al., eds., English Literature 
and Its Background, rev. ed. (New York: Henry Holt and Com
pany-;-fnc., 1949), I, 1090. 

5 The Middle English Penitential Lyric (New York: AMS 
Press, Inc. , 19 6 6) , p. 1. 

6 Patterson, .PP· 1-2. 
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~agnalls Staridard Dictionary, which gives as the last defini

tion , "the words of a song especially as distinguished from 

the music." 7 These definitions ·suggest that these lyrics 

of Chaucer must have been connected with music in some way. 

Arthur K. Moore observes a problem in that no music sur

vived with any of Chaucer's poetry and that none of his con

temporaries refer to him as a composer. 8 Moore further 

obse rves that Chaucer manifests 

• little real interest in professional 
musicians, and speaks of minstrelsy in very 
general terms. His references to instruments 
and instrumental music are probably conven
tional and do not prove that he had a tech
nical knowl9dge of the art. Nevertheless, 
both Manly and Robinson have toyed with the 
idea that Chaucer may have joined the ability 
to compose music to the gift of poetry. And 
not without reason! The eagle of The House of 
Fame credited him with songs, and Gower echoed 
the attribution. Furthermore, Chaucer was 
strongly influenced by Machaut, who in a sense 
revived the trouvere art in the fourteenth cen
tury. The ev~dence forces a consideration of 
the question. 

Moore then explains Chaucer's use of the word "song" as mean

ing the "literary lyric" which is recited and not read si

lently.lo Thus he refutes the idea of there being any lost 

songs or music and states that "Chaucer's view of lyric 

7 Vol. I, s.v. "lyric," p. 761. 

8 Journal of English and Germanic Philology, 48 (1949), 
200. 

9 Moore, pp. 200-1. 10 Moore, p. 207. 
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corre sponds to that of Deschamps."ll Here Moore is speaking 

of Deschamps's divisions of music into artificial and natural 

in L ' Art de Dictier. 12 Nan Carpenter considers this division 

:made by Deschamps as the natural being poetry and the arti

fici a l being monody and polyphony, but she further states 

that Deschamps found poetry and music so closely dependent 

upon each other as to be inseparable.13 She also refers to 

Deschamps as calling music the medicine of the liberal arts 

beca us e of its uplifting and recreational powers.14 In the 

absen ce of thorough study of the lyrics themselves, I must 

disag ree with Moore's conclusion as he does not present 

enough proof that Chaucer wrote no songs. Although we still 

have no proof that Chaucer wrote any songs, we still have no 

actua l proof that he did not write any songs or that his 

extant lyrics were not songs. 

Perhaps some indication of the musicality of Chaucer's 

lyrics is to be found in certain French influences. We know 

t hat Chaucer drew on French forms and techniques. The matter 

o f these French lyrics shines through Chaucer's lyrics, one 

of the brightest rays being the courtly love tradition which 

11 Moore, p. 208. 12 Moore, p. 205. 

13 Music in the Medieval and Renaissance Universities 
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1958), p. 74. 

1 4 Carp~nter, p. 74. 
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perv ades the ·chansons. To study the chansons we look further 

back to the carole, a ring dance, which R. M. Wilson claims 

c ould have been known in Britain· before the conques t ; he also 

notes that "much of its later popularity was probably due to 

the vogue of similar French poetry. 11 15 And he further 

state s, "It was mainly due to the popularity of the carole 

and o f similar amusements that the poetical art of France 

came t o be so dominant over the greater part of Northern 

Europe."16 The carole, or ronde, was a ring dance in which 

the dancers answered the leader with refrains as he sang the 

verses. So, if the carole were not known and practiced in 

Eng land before the Normans, we know it was introduced after 

the conquest and became very popular. 

The French carole was first popular in the region of 

Poitou and Limousin, where it was a ring-dance with songs 

fir s t called rotrouenges and later called chansons de carole 

or r ondets de carole.17 The forms and arrangements were free 

but contained burdens or refrains, but through musical adap

t at ion, these rondets became set literary forms such as the 

15 Early Middle English Literature (Methuen and Company, 
Ltd., 1968), pp. 256-57. 

16 Wilson, pp. 256-57. 

17 E. K. Chambers and F. Sidgwick, Ear!Y_ English Lyrics 
(New York: October House, Inc., 1967), p. 265. 
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rondel and the ballade. 18 Certainly Chaucer uses the rondel 

and ballade forms with refrains in "To Rosemonde," "Fortune," 

u"rru th," "Gentilesse," "Lak of Stedfastnesse," "The Complaint 

of Ve nus," and even "The Complaint of Chaucer to His Purse." 

Women alone took part in the dancing of the caroles. 19 

Women were also connected with agricultural rituals which 

e volved into the dance also; when this dance or carole became 

poet r y, the characteristic singer became the man chanting 

b 20 a o ut women. Thus the ideas of courtly love evolved and 

deve l oped into the chansons, especially the chanson courtoise 

a nd t he chanson populaire. The distinction between these 

c hansons is not absolute, but we feel the dance song came 

from the carole. Although the chansons populaire were not 

a c t ua l folk songs, they rested heavily upon the folk songs, 

and the chansons courtoise became the amusement of high 

soc i ety. 21 Wilson states that "music, the indispensable 

accompaniment of the carole, seems to have attained a con

siderable pitch of development at a comparatively early date 

in England. 1122 

18 Chambers and Sidgwick, p. 265. 

19 Chambers and Sidgwick, p. 268: 

20 Chambers and Sidgwick, p. 261. 

21 Chambers and Sidgwick, pp. 267-68. 

22 Early Middle English Literature, p. 254. 
---·-
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The chanson courtois became the art song with the 

chanson populaire remaining halfway between the folk song 

and the art song, but the setting of spring remains in 

both. 23 The chanson courtoise, with the courtly love theme, 

is said to have been the earliest love poetry with a fixed 

type of literary romantic sentiment which Chaucer could have 

seen in Petrarch's Canzoniere. 24 Morris Bishop said of the 

chanson courtoise, "The poet's conception of love was high 

and noble and was certainly influenced by the Church's lan

guage of mystic adoration" and added that it required labor 

of the reader. 25 

Besides the chanson courtoise and chanson populaire, the 

chanson d'adventure, which were not dance songs, told of ad

ventures or of overheard complaints and often had burdens. 26 

These chansons had springtime settings and were used as the 

amorous poetry in spring festivals; the amorous element 

27 brought on condemnation by the Church. The chanson de toile 

was usually sung by women as they did needlework, and the 

23 
Chambers and Sidgwick, p. 272. 

24 Chambers and Sidgwick, pp. 261-62. 

25 A Survev to French Literature (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and World, Inc., 1955), pp. 65-66. 

26 Chambers and.Sidgwick, p. 266. 

27 Chambers and Sidgwick, p. 269. 
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c hanson d'histoire told short love stories in assonant stan

zas with burdens.
28 

The chansons de geste were "doings of 

yore " written for oral delivery or intonement by the 

trouv~res to an accompaniment by a vielle or stringed instru

ment. 29 The chansons de geste were usually divided into 

stan zas (laisses) of equal length with decasyllabic lines, a 

well-marked inner division, and a chain of assonance in the 

last tonic vowel of the line. 30 Perhaps . thi_s generic form 

inf l uenced Chaucer's use of the rhythmical decasyllabic line 

even as it contributed to the musical quality of his verse. 

Grierson records that Provence was a favored region en

riched by many civilizations but shielded by the Counts of 

Toulouse.31 Provengal poetry, new in subject and form, was 

the f irst to be devoted to the worship of woman in a sense 

unknown to the Greeks and Romans: it was based on a romantic 

love which copied the cults of chivalry. It was based also 

in part on religious considerations. The Church did much 

to civilize the rather boorish barons of Frankish descent 

28 Chambers and Sidgwick, pp. 265-66. 

29 Louis Cazamian, A Historv of French Literature 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1955), pp. 10-13. 

3° Cazarnian, pp. 10-13. 

31 Herbert Grierson and J.C. Smith,~ Critical His~ 
of En~lish Poetry (New York: Oxford University Press, 1946), 
p. 10. 
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with "manners and deportment, music, dancing, drawing, and 

the writing of verse which became regular parts of the 

kn ightly education. 1132 In the education of the knights a 

d istinction was made between music and the writing of verse. 

Chaucer, who acknowledged in The Canterbury Tales that he was 

fami liar with knights and squires, surely would have known 

mus ic-song and verse-poetry to be different types of composi

tion. Thus Chaucer became familiar with .the ideals of 

courtly love and of respect for women (an ideal not found in 

all his contemporaries), and he learned the forms and genres 

in ~hich to pen his songs. The Normans had brought England 

more than a change of rulers; when the jongleur Taillifer 

attached to William the Conqueror's army rode toward Senlac 

ahead of the invading host, he tossed his sword into the air 

and sang the Chanson de Roland; in so doing he heralded the 

coming of a new culture. 33 

Before these chansons d'amour, there existed chansons a 

personages which were narrative in form and which told of 

overhearing the unfortunate woman complaining of a jealous 

husband. These chansons later became complaints and finally 

became the form of the laments of the Blessed Virgin Mary 

32 1 Grierson, pp. 10-1. 

33 Grierson, p. 10. 
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34 
over the death of her Son. Patterson also agreed that the 

chansons of France helped to develop the English religious 

verse as the worldly love songs became the particular love 

song s of the English for the Blessed Mother. 35 This influ

ence is seen as Chaucer writes of a soul-felt love to the 

Virgi n Mary in "An A B C," which emits this love in a S\veeter, 
I 

more tender voice than the original which he translated from 

the Frenchman Deguilleville. Chambers and Sidgwick also 

point to the influence of the chansons as they state: 

Certainly the English poems have their affini
ties to the chanson popularie as well as to 
the chanson COUrtoTs [sic]. They derive, indeed, 
not from the courtly heyday of trouvere poetry 
so much as from the aftermath, itself touched 
with popular elements, which was produced amonist 
the great bourgeois towns of Northern France.3 

Surely many French influences all work together to enable 

Chaucer to compose a highly original verse. 

Akin to the chanson was the alba, but as the chanson 

deal t with cour~ly love, the alba dealt with real love. In 

the alba the man and the woman were equal, and they were in 

love with each other instead of the woman being above the 

34 Middle English Penetential Lyrics, pp. 37-38. 

35 Patterson, p. 20. 

36 Early English Lyrics, p. 276. 
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man and · cold to him. 37 Jonathan Saville goes on to say that 

in the chanson the man is outside the woman's chamber but 

that in the alba he is inside the woman's chamber; the two 

genres differ in scene. Nevertheless there are certain 

similarities: both share desire of pleasure at night, and 

both genres show the dawn bringing reality.38 Charles Read 

Baskervill places Chaucer's "Complaint of Mars" in the genre 

of the alba. 39 This article will be discussed further in 

Chapter III, but it is appropriate to mention it here as the 

collection of the many influences on Chaucer to show he was 

not a copier but a maker--and an original maker. Chaucer 

drew his ballades and rondels from continental sources as he 

stated, "The note, I trowe, imaked was in Fraunce" 

(PF 1. 677). These exotic forms had been worked out by 

musicians on the basis of French caroles which were the 

literary fashion. 40 These influences have emerged as songs, 

many using musical accompaniment; Chaucer could have derived 

his lyrics from these musical sources as he knew the differ

ence between verse, whether read silently or orally, and song. 

37 Jonathan Saville, The Medieval Erotic Alba: Structure 
as Meaning (New York: Columbia University Press;-T972), 
pp. 216-17. 

38 The Medieval_Erotic Alba, pp. 234-35. 

39 "English Songs on the Night Visit," PML~, 36 (1921), 
594. 

40 Chambers and Sidgwick, p. 280. 
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From a consideration of the French genres, let us turn 

our a ttention now to the men who carried the genres through 

th.e centuries and to England. These men were the trouveres 

f rom northern France and the troubadours from southern 

France . They composed both words and melodies; they were 

poet s whose works were sung, not spoken.41 The troubadours 

were people of rank, not just wanderers, who flourished over 

two hundred years during the age of chivalry (which Chaucer 

loved so), and their songs reflect conditions and events of 

the s ocial and political world at the time. 42 Folquet of 

Marseilles (d. 1231) said, "a verse without music is a mill 

without water. 11 A critic who cites Folquet adds that Dante 

admitted the troubadours into Paradise, 4 3 an admission of 

whi ch Chaucer would have certainly approved. 

William H. Hudson tells us that the troubadours were 

often court-poets who sometimes went from castle to castle 

or stayed in the household of one patron. 44 He also points 

out that the names of 350 of the troubadours are known and 

41 Gustave Reese, Music in the Middle Ag es (New York: 
W. W. Norton and Company, 1940),~ 205. 

42 Reese, p. 205. 

43 Reese, p. 205. 

44 A Short History of French Literature (London: 
G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 1919), pp. 14-15. 
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tha t a large amount of their work survives.45 These poets 

influenced the stimulation of the courtly love tradition and 

the c onventional gallantry which was continued by Machaut 

and Deschamps; with these later poets, however, it became 

artificial and unreal. Machaut's and Deschamps's form of 

verse owed much to the Latin hymns of the Church in which 

the accent and rhyme displaced the quantitative prosody of 

the classical Latin verse; accented rhymes were used in 

vernacular poetry where they worked into a variety of meters 

and stanzas and became the stock-in-trade of European 

poets .46 Manuscripts of music by the troubadours were 

illuminated for the libraries of the many noblemen; some 

manuscripts had notation for the first stanza with later 

stan zas written in verse form. Some 264 of these melodies 

are extant along with some 2,600 poems written in verse form 

wi t h no notation.47 Through the work of Adam de la Hale we 

can trace the development of the troubadour into a learned 

musician.48 Reese explains that from these musicians emerged 

the scops, who remained at the court, and the gleemen, who 

45 Hudson, pp. 14-15. 

46 A Critical Histo!:Y_ of English Poetry, p. 11. 

47 Reese, p. 206. 

48 Bo1d, "Music," Encyclopaedia Britannica (1936 ed.), 
p. 6. 
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traveled with the same functions. 49 He further states: 

uThey continued to recite long narrative poems to the accom

p animent of the harp: there is even evidence that so late 

a n d extensive a poem as Chaucer's 'Troilus' was sung rather 

tha n recited."50 Surely if Troilus and Criseyde were sung 

rath er than recited, the lyric poetry could have been sung 

as well as recited. 

The trouvere of the North was a conscious poet. The 

rhythms of the trouveres had feet, marked verses, and chords 

for v iol or lute; in the works of the trouv~res the emotions 

tend ed to get personal.51 The trouv~res introduced the folk 

songs , but, more than the troubadours, they "cultivated a 

simp licity and directness of melodic form and style that gave 

thei r songs an almost folklike character. 11 52 

Although Anglo-Saxon poetry became practically non

exis tant after the conquest, perhaps some of the old songs 

were kept alive for more than a century after the Norman 

invasion.53 The impoverished English vocabulary was replen

i shed from French; simultaneously, the English prosody 

49 Music in the Middle Ages, p. 241. 

50 Reese, p. 241. 

51 Chambers and Sidgwick, p. 260~ 

5 2 Richard H. Hoppin, Medieval Musi~ (New York: W.W. 
Norton and Company, 1978), p. 300. 

53 · Grierson, p. 11. 
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involving stress and alliteration accorrunodated itself to the 

syllabic rhymed system of France.54 The bulk of Anglo-Saxon 

poetry had been drawn from the religious and didactic poems 

by clerks; the nearest thing to a lyric was the elegy with 

its pessimistic broodings over life. 55 

The Middle English period built onto the works of the 

Old English period. Layamon's Brut (C. 1205), which was 

basically an alliterative poem, encompassed some assonance. 

Philippe de Thaum's Bestiary (c. 1100) contained some selec

tions which were alliterated and others which were rhymed, 

and Ormulum (c. 1200) contained rigid syllabic meter which 

replaced rhyme or alliteration. The Orison of Our Ladv -- ___ _,__ 

(c. 1210) used the relatively difficult iambic beat and 

rhyme, but by 1250, The Owl and the Nightingale introduced 

with ease and polish the rhymed pentameter couplet. 56 By 

1300 the English lyric was beginning to run smoothly in 

rhyme, but some of the songs were savage in tone though not 

rude in form; they exhibited a smooth-flowing line with 

alliteration and varied rhyme scheme. 57 W. P. Ker said that 

54 Grierson, p. 11. 

55 Chambers and Sidgwick, p. 273. 

56 Grierson, p. 11. Interspersed with Grierson's obser
vations are dates and my own comments based on direct analysis 
of works cited. 

57 Grieison, p. 12. 
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the earliest rhyming songs were more interesting for their 

associations than for their merit and that the religious 

lyrics were not separate from the other kinds. 5 8 Early 

English love poems subordinated love to reverdie; so the 

poets writing of masculine love were removed from typical 

s ubjects of the folk songs.59 By the middle of the thir

t~enth century the English lyric skill was evidenced in the 

variation of pattern in "Smmner is incurnen in," and by the 

f ourteenth century, the English stanza was an established 

a r t.60 Before Chaucer, the lyric was generally rustic and 

p rovincial but not deficient in literary taste. 61 Nor was 

the poetry primitive or very different from that of the 

Provern;al poets; Ker notes that "the noble lyric was ready 

to draw from the popular source, to adapt and imitate the 

rustic themes; as on the other hand the conunon people were 

often willing to take up the courtly forms. 1162 Therefore, 

we know the lyric was fully developed in England, but not 

developed as a strict art form. 

58 English Literature: Medieval (New York: Henry Holt 
and Company, 1912), pp. 46-47. 

59 Chambers and Sidgwick, p. 278. 

60 c. s. Baldwin, Three Medieval Centuries of Literature 
in England 1100-1400 (New York: Phaeton Press, 1968), p. 147. 

61 Ker, p. 1.46. 

62 Ker, p. 146. 
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Citing the awkwardness of some poetry antecedent to and 

contemporary with Chaucer's, Legouis praises Chaucer's accom

plishment.63 Economou has commented that "Chaucer fulfills 

the part of the great poet not by inventing new genres but 

by altering them to suit his singular purposes. 1164 He has 

further stated that Chaucer sometimes destroys so that he can 

btiild something uniquely and forever his.65 

The English lyric was lacking in the hard-fixed rules 

or forms, whereas Proven9al poetry presented rigid, fixed 

forms. The Provenc;al poet worked in "a set rigid scheme of 

rhythm and rhyme and within his strict limitations to give an 

impression of ease. 1166 James Russell Lowell added about the 

Proven9al poets: 

Their literature is prophecy not fulfil-
ment •.•• They were the conduit through which 
the falling stream of Roman literary tradition 
flowed into the new channel which medieval 
culture was slowly shaping for itself .•• 
Proven9al love-poetry was as abstracted from 
all sensuality as that of Petrarca, but it 
stops ·short of that larger and more gracious 
style of treatment which has secured him a 

63 Emile Legouis, Geoffrey Chaucer, trans. L. Lailavoix 
(London: J.M. Dent and Sons Ltd., 1913), p. 44. 

64 George D. Economou, ed. Geoffrey Chaucer (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1975), p. 11. 

65 Economou, p. 11. 

66 Bishop, p. 66. 
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place in all gentle hearts and refined imagina
tions forever.67 

But from these Proven9al poets came the strong French influ

ences which remained with Chaucer throughout his writing 

career. 

Of the French influences, the strongest observable in 

Chaucer were Machaut, Deschamps, Froissart, and especially 

Jean de Meun and Guillaume de Lorris, whose influence through 

The Romance of the Rose is constantly apparent in Chaucer's 

work. Many critics see a definite French period in Chaucer's 

lif~, and actually his earliest writing is heavily French; 

but I believe that he is never without French influence even 

in his later works. Kittredge felt that "He was, to all 

intents and -purposes, a French love-poet writing (so it hap-

pened) in the English language. 116 8 Legouis agrees: "When-

ever he goes outside France, he also goes in some measure 

outside his own nature. 11 69 He further stated that Chaucer's 

mind was as French as his name, and that he did in English 

verse what he felt in French verse; therefore, "As in the 

case of the French trouveres there runs through his work a 

joyousness born of the pleasure of living, and which shows 

67 My Study Windows, p. 137. 

68 Chaucer and His Poetry, p. 26. 

69 Geoffrev Chaucer, p. 60. --· -----
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itself in a partiality of sunny scenes, a constant reminis

cence of spring time, may-bushes, flowers, birds, and 

music. 1170 I feel these statements are definitely too strong, 

as Chaucer was too much of an Englishman to ever be con

sidered a Frenchman. Bliss Perry also disagrees: "What was 

first Proven9al and then French, became English when Chaucer 

tbuched it. 11 71 Skeat adds that Chaucer's borrowings from 

the French are negligible and that therefore Chaucer retains 

his originality. 72 Actually any poem will have a different 

meaning in English from what it had in French, even with 

French topics in French forms; so Chaucer opens a whole new 

world in English literature. 

Of Chaucer's French influences, only Froissart wrote 

with the simplicity of style that Chaucer enjoyed. Since 

Froissart spent many years in the English court, he and 

Chaucer surely met, although we have no evidence to support 

the supposition.. But as the court was not large and even 

London was not . very large, the two poets must have come in 

contact during the years that Froissart spent in England. 

Froissart's thought was medieval, and he moved through the 

world with curiosity as he penned his chronicles; he was 

70 Legouis, p. 59. 

71 A Study of Poetry, p. 312. 

72 Legouis, p. 56. 
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al so engrossed in the joy of adventure as he described deeds 

and tragic events over a fifty-year period.73 He pleased 

b o th the French court and the English court of Richard rr. 74 

E' .. S. Shears comments: 

At the English court Froissart "delighted," to 
use his own expression, in the society of lords 
and ladies with whom he discussed the eternal 
themes of these gallant circles, arms and Love, 
just as Chaucer, at the same court, talked on 
the "Chronicles of Kings and of other policies," 
and amused his audience by "piping and harping, 
singing lays of martial deeds."75 

His Chroniques read more as romances of chivalry than as his

t ories because they emphasize knights' feats.76 Froissart 

and Machaut wrote exercises in convention and light enter

tainment with noble, sophisticated, and charming characters 

i n whom members of the courtly audience saw themselves 

reflected.77 Froissart mentions the name of "Jeffrois 

Chauc ies" in his Chronicles but only in the account of the 

miss ion to "Monlrevil-surmer" in 1377. 78 Chaucer does not 

73 Cazamian, p. 43. 

74 Jusserand, p. 74. 

75 Froissart: Chronicler and Poet (London: George Rout
ledge and Sons Ltd., 1930), pp:-TS-16. 

76 Hudson, pp. 22-24. 

77 Alfred David, The Strumpet Muse (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1976-)-,-p. 16. 

78 Shears, p. 19. 
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mention Froissart, but Shears said that he imitated his 

poetry and borrowed from his Paradis d'Amour for The Book of 

the Duchess • 79 

Another influence from France appeared in a man younger 

t han Chaucer, Eustache Deschamps, whose career closely resem

bled Chaucer's. They were both followers of Machaut, but 

Chaucer abandoned the technique of Machaut and began to prac

tice one richer and more capable of fine developments when 

Deschamps was still a novice.80 Deschamps studied at the 

stadium famous for grammar and rhetoric; his scholarship made 

itself apparent in L'Art de'dictier et de fere chan~ons prior 

to his becoming a pupil of Machaut. 81 He wrote a ballade to 

Chauce r praising his translation of The Romance of the Rose, 

but as Cazamian said, "It is one of the paradoxes of literary 

history that Deschamps should have chosen to praise Chaucer, 

whom he knew and survived, solely for his talent as a trans

lator ."82 Jusserand said that Deschamps was an enemy of 

England but that he made an exception to do homage to the 

wisdom and genius of Chaucer, whom he calls the authority 

79 Shears, pp. 201-202. 

80 Manly, p. 276. 

81 Carpenter, p. 74. 

82 A History of French Literature, p .. 30. 
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o n love. 83 Deschamps wrote 1200 ballades, 171 rondeaux, and 

eig hteen virelais containing personal details, especially 

dates and places.84 But Deschamps the poet may have been 

s econd to Deschamps the journalist, and Chaucer's real debt 

to Deschamps lay in his envoys to Bukton and Scogan and in 

v'Lak of Stedfastness" which emerged in their topicality and 

t h e use of the envoy; however, Chaucer remains the court poet 

and does not lapse into Deschamps's journalism.BS Thus we 

see Chaucer again as his own individual person writing his 

own personal poetry. 

Guillaume de Machaut exerted the strongest influence 

thr ough the forms and the genres which Chaucer was forced to 

secure from France. Machaut did not create the ballade, 

virelai, and rondeau, but he helped to confirm them in fixed 

forms with signal success. 86 Machaut perhaps lacked poetic 

spark.87 He used some descriptions on the manner of The 

Romance of the Rose, but his style was more intricate with 

83 A Literary History of English People, pp. 279, 340. 

84 8 Lowes, p. 0. 

85 Derek Brewer, ed., Writers and Their Backgrounds: 
Geoffrey Chaucer (Athens: Ohio University Press, 1974), 
p. 134. 

86 Cazarnian, p. 30. 

87 Cazamian, p. 30. 
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many rhymes of identical sounds, as _he was a musician with a 

concern for art and harrnony. 88 Machaut was a sort of virtu

oso, always trying new verse groupings and rhyme combina

tions as he perhaps established a definite length and 

structure of the sonnet, ballade, rondeau, and chant royal. 89 

Machaut's art was governed by what he described as his three 

children, or poetic gifts, which consisted of rhetoric, 

music, and sens (inspiration), the last of which was an essen

tial element of the fourteenth century.90 D.S. Brewer notes 

that love presented Machaut with suitable subject matter and 

that in employing rhetoric, he was admired because his verse 

conveyed information as well as description of feeling.91 

Machaut dominated poetic influence in France for the rest of 

the century as Deschamps regarded him his master, Froissart 

imitated him, and Oton de Grandson was influenced by him.92 

Manly said that Machaut's greatest contributions to poetic 

technique were the new forms which included the ballades, 

rondeaux, and virelais; his emphasis of music as accompaniment; 

88 Legouis, p. 49. 

89 Legouis, p. 50. 

90 D. w. Robertson, A Preface to Chaucer (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1962), p. 236-.--

91 Chaucer and ~haucerians (London: Thomas Nelson and 
Sons Ltd~~66)-;--p. 22. 

92 Robertson, p. 237. 
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hi s control of the form of verse; and his popularization 

of c lassical allusions.93 Although the poetic merit of 

Mach aut's works has been questioned in modern times, his 

app eal to and influence on his contemporaries was indeed 

ext e nsive. 94 

Disagreeing with critics who see little merit in 

M~ch a ut's poetry, Christopher Hegwood has said that Machaut 

was a fine example of the synthesis of talent at the medieval 

cou r t in that he wrote the words to almost all of his own 

mus i c .9 5 He further observes that Machaut's "subtle blend 

of mu sic and poetry might have melted the heart of the cruel

les t mistress."96 Thus Hagwood, in viewing Machaut as a 

mu sic ian, sees a greater talent than those critics who con

sidered only his verse. Machaut regarded versification as 

subordinate to music.97 Of Machaut's relation to Chaucer, 

Man l y presents these comments: 

Whether in these early exercises in the compo
sition of the forms associated with music--the 

93 Some New Light on Chaucer, p. 277. 

94 Manly, p. 277. 

95 Music at court (London: The Folio Society, 1977), 
p. 17. 

96 Hogwood, pp. 17-18. 

9 7 James J. Murphy, "A Nev,l Look at Chaucer and the 
Rhetoricians," The Review of En g lish Studies, NS 15 (1964), 
36. 
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ballade, the roundel, and the virelay--Chaucer 
followed the practice of his master, Machaut, 
and composed also the music for them is a specu
lation to which no answer can be confidently 
given. Yet it is not to be forgotten that in 
the description of the Squire, who may be sup
posed to represent in some degree at least the 
accomplishments .which were cultivated by the 
most sophisticated young men of the time, 
Chaucer emphasizes the Squire's skill in music 
as well as versification: "Singing he was or 
floytinge all the day" and "He coude songes 
make and wel endyte"; and the marriage of verse 
to music was the very essence of the new 
technique.98 

Chaucer, borrowing from Machaut, surely sensed the French 

composer's concept of the relation of verse to music. Thus 

Man ly feels that "The fault of Guillaume de Machaut and 

Eus t ache Deschamps was, not that they lacked rhetorical 

train ing, but that they lacked genius."99 This genius 

Chaucer possessed in large measure. Despite his employment 

of materials by Machaut, Chaucer remains master of his art, 

and the door is further opened for the possibility that 

Chaucer could have written music, especially for his lyrics, 

as he learned the lyric techniques from one of the master 

musicians of the age. Manly concludes: 

The thoroughness with which Chaucer mastered 
the technique of Machaut has been adequately 
set forth by a long line of scholars from 
Sandras down to the present day, and it has 
been well pointed out by some of these 

98 Manly, pp. 278-79. 

99 Some New Ligh! on Chau~, p. 273. 
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scholars, particularly by Kittredge and Lowes, 
that although he uses the themes and even the 
phraseology of his French predecessors and 
compeers, he is not to be regarded as an 
imitator, but merely as a member of the same 
group, using materials and a technique that 
were conunon possession of al1.lOO 

For the greatest of the French influ0nces, The Romance 

of the Rose, we encounter two authors who influenced not only 

Ch aucer but also Froissart, Deschamps, and Machaut as well 

as most writers of the courtly love style. The Romance of 

~ he Rose is a complex allegory of love, the first part 

wri tten around 1230 by Guillaume de Lorris and the second 

part composed forty years later by Jean Clopinal, better 

k nown as Jean de Meun. Because Guillaume de Lorris was an 

i dealist and Jean de Meun a realist, the work manifested two 

completely different styles which could have fascinated 

Chaucer just by the contrast. E.W. Edmunds writes that 

Guil laume de Lorris idealized love until it became a super

sensuous mist.101 Guillaume showed the stages through which 

love passes until it can win the heart of the lady. Jean 

de Meun preserved the structure of Guillaume but changed 

some philosophical points. With Jean love became the "in

toxicating fever of an eager intellect" and "a law of nature, 

100 some New Light on Chaucer, p. 279. 
-- - ·- --

101 Chaucer and His Poetry (London: George G. Harrap 
and Company, 1914_) _,_p~9. 
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to b e obeyed with no romantic d e lusion." 102 Jean de Meun 

rea l ized the evils of the Church and world, the spiritual 

equal ity of men, and the theme of gentilesse.103 He turned 

the p o~m into an encyclopedic satire that touched every topic 

of the mind of the thirtee nth century and ended with the 

lover as a comic figure and the conquest as wittingly and 

uhr omantically done. 104 Morris Bishop notes, "Jean de Meung 

deve l ops his thesis that the life of the individual is of 

litt l e importance; Nature's aim is to safeguard the 

species."105 Eliason believes that Chaucer learned from The 

Romance of the Rose to write of love "in a way that prevented 

him f rom saying anything significant about it."106 We know 

Chaucer was gre atly influenced by The Romance of the Rose, 

but c ritics disagree as to whose influence was stronger, 

Jean de Meun's or Guillaume de Lorris's. The poem was a 

source of poetical techniques and subjects; Dean Fansler 

feel s that Chaucer used the poem as both a sort of rhyme 

102 Cazamian, p. 37. 

103 Cazamian, p. 38. 

104 The -- Strumpet ~' pp. 14-15. 

105 A Survey of French Literature, p. 29. 
- - ----

106 Chaucer the Love Poet, p. 10. 
----- --- ---· ---· 
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dict ionary and an encyclopedia . of facts.107 Although Chaucer 

wa s greatly influenced by The Romance of the Rose, and prob

ably by both authors equally, he generally stands far above 

th i s work in his other poems. 

In addition to his French influences, Chaucer also had 

his Latin and Italian influences. As Kittredge finds Chaucer 

to have an Italian period following his French period, he 

feel s this period really began in 1380 after Chaucer's first 

vis it to Italy and his resulting assimilation of Italian 

poetic practices.108 Italian influences were becoming impor

tant at this time in art and music, and Chaucer was immedi

ately drawn to the works of Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio. 

Kit tredge states that Chaucer was no one's disciple during 

this Italian period; Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio did not 

contro l him, but nevertheless "they were his emancipators" 

and woke him to his own power and originality.109 Manly 

concurs with Kittredge that Chaucer's direct debt to the 

Italians is small and that he does not imitate them, but 

Manly does say that Chaucer would not have become the great 

artist that he became had he not borrowed from the Italian 

107 Chaucer and the Romance de la Rose (New York: 
Columbia Uni versi tyPress, 1914) , P. 10 3. 

108 Chaucer and His Poetry, PP· 28-29. 

109 Bishop, pp. 26-27. 
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;_ h . 110 l~ec nique. He further states that to a genius like 

Chaucer, this Italian influence opened up endless fields of 

ref l ections of aims, materials, and processes of art.111 

Boccaccio helped Chaucer to depart from some of the 

Frenc h influence, helped him consider the relationship 

betwee n the Bible and secular literature, and helped him in 

his l ater works as he blended history and fiction. 112 

Petr a rch was actually less of an influence on Chaucer than 

w;a re t he other Italian poets. We know Chaucer admired 

Petra r ch, as he made references to him in his works, and he 

tra n s l ated one of Petrarch's sonnets which he used in Troilus 

a nd Cr iseyde~ As the sonnets were of love and Chaucer wrote 

of l o ve, he was naturally attracted to the form, but Chaucer 

a l read y had an idiom to suit his audience and purpose, a 

langu age that pleased him and his public.
113 

The influence of Dante was more subtle but more profound 

t h an that of Boccaccio. Both Dante and Chaucer had deep 

roots centered in Catholicism and they were both inspired by 

110 some New Light~ Chaucer, pp. 281-82. 

111 Manly, pp. 283-84. 

112 Bernard F. Hupp[and D. W. Robertson, Fruit and 
Cha f : studies in Chaucer's Allegories (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1963), p. 18. 

113 Leonard Forst.er, ~~ ! .~ !'1ire~ Five ~tudi~s i_~ 
European Petra rchism (Cambridge: Cambr1d9e University Press, 
1969), p. 79. 
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Virgil. Edmunds theorizes that because of Dante's influence 

0'Cha ucer became a poet of a new type in England--an artist

poet who understood the rules of· proportion and, valuing his 

work as a creation undertaken for its own sake, paid close 

a : ten tion to the manner in which it was done. 114 Chaucer was 

impe r sonal and ironic, whereas Dante wa.s personal and pas

s ionate; difference in personalities made a real difference 

in their poetry, but each ordered his poetry in accordance 

wi th h i s own moral perceptions. 115 Chaucer, who had read 

Dante attentively, wrote many passages parallel to passages 

in Dante. However, one critic had said that "Commedia was 

to Chaucer primarily a mine of learned information"; Chaucer's 

mind was not saturated with Dante's works as it had been with 

The Romance of the Rose. 116 Matthew Browne does state: 

One thing, however, is certain--that Chaucer 
was intimately acquainted with Dante; that he 
sometimes mentions him by name in quoting him; 
and besides, often para~hrases him without 
mentioning him by name. 17 

114 Chaucer and His Poetry, pp. 54-55. 

115 The Key of Remembrance:~ Study of Chaucer's Poetics 
(Ne w Have~Yale University Press, 1963) ,J?. 57. 

116 Paull Baum Chaucer: A Critical Appreciation 
(Durham: Duke Unive;sity Press; 1958), p. 204. 

117 Chaucer's England (London~ Hurst and Blackett, 
"1869), p. 323. 
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But James Russell Lowell summarizes the differences between 

the two men: 

With Dante the main question is the saving of 
the soul, with Chaucer it is the conduct of 
life. The distance between them is almost 
that between holiness and prudence. Dante 
applies himself to the realities and Chaucer 
to the scenery of life, and the former is 
consequently the more universal poet as the 
latter is the more truly national one. Dante 
represents the justice of God, and Chaucer 
his loving-kindness.118 

Still, before the French and Italian influences the 

c lass ical influences existed, and those influences that were 

the _s trongest on Chaucer were Horace, Virgil, Ovid, Statius, ~ 

and e spe cially Boethius. Lowell said that Horace "sang ..• 

with wit. 11 119 Also much of the cynicism of the Middle Ages 

can b e traced back to Horace. Boyd A~ Wise claimed that 

Statius's influence through the Thebaid followed through all 

of Chaucer's works but concludes that Chaucer's way was to 

consult all available sources and to make the most authentic 

. . t. 120 s tory consistent with his artis 1c purpose. Chaucer's 

will ing acknowledgment of his indebtedness to Virgil, Ovid, 

Dan t e , and Petrarch takes note of his specific employment of 

the i r technical and rhetorical practices. 

118 ~ study Nindows, pp. 253-54. 

119 ~ study Windows, p. 239. 

120 The Influence of Statius upon Chaucer (New York: 
Phaet•.)n Press, 1967), p-.-14. 
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Of all the influences, though, that of Boethius helped 

the most to form the ideals and thought principles of 

Chaucer. He found guidance in Boethius for social theories 

as well as good and fair government, theories which we see 

developed in "Gentilesse" ·and "Former Age. 1112 1 Boethian 

philosophy appears in Chaucer's works especially in refer

ences to the free will of man and to God's omnipotence. 

These themes underlie many of his lyrics. According to 

Wagenknecht, after translating Boethius's work, Chaucer could 

quote whole passages when he was thinking deeply about reli

gious or philosophical problerns. 122 Sister Madaleva claims 

that Chaucer looked out upon all existence through the eyes 

of Boethius. 123 Muscatine observed that Chaucer's funda

mental position is Christian and a bit stoical but that it 

is safely medieval and conservative as it approaches a think

i ng age by dependence of the Consolation of Philosophy (a 

product of cultural crisis) . 124 Fansler feels that Machaut 

121 Howard Rollin Patch, On Rereading Chaucer (Cam
bridge: Harvard University Press, 1939), p. 191. 

122 The Personality of Chaucer, p. 129. 

12 3 A Lost Language and Oth~r ~ss~-:'s on Chaucer (New 
York: Russell and Russell, 1967), p. 137. 

124 !'oetry and cris~s in !he Ag~ of Chaucer (Notre Dame 
and London: University ot Notre Dame, 1972), p. 31. 
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and Jean de Meun probably introduced Boethius to Chaucer. 125 

Thus the two main powers from Greek philosophy entered the 

Mi ddle Ages through Boethius as nature and fortune. 

Perhaps most germane. to current considerations is the 

re l ation of Boethian influence to the music of Chaucer's 

verse . Carpenter states: 

Boethius made translations and adaptations of 
Greek scholarship in several fields, and much 
of his work served as textbooks and source 
material throughout the Middle Ages. Espe
cially important for the study of music was 
his De institutione musica libri quinque, 
whichthroughout medieval ti.mes and much later, 
was the standard text for schools and uni
versities.126 

In t hi s text Boethius opens with a general discussion of 

music , but then he derives the scale from Pythagorean pro

port i ons and compares the Pythagorean system with the systems 

of o t h e r Greek theorists. Thus in Book I Boethius considers 

music a mundana, which was based on simple ratios, after 

wh i ch he discusses the macrocosmos which was created by 

rhythmical harmonious movements among the spheres. Then he 

cons iders rnusica humana, the harmony of microcosmos or the 

music of the soul of man, as a whole, sounding either vocal 

or i nstrumental music.127 Surely, as Boethius had so much 

125 Chaucer and the Romance of the Rose, pp. 12-13. 

126 Carpenter, p. 11. 

127 Carpenter, pp. 11-12. 
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i nf luence on ·chaucer, this knowledge of music must have been 

s ome part of this influence. 

We know Chaucer was aware of and interested in music, as 

he f requently alluded to songs, singing, and instruments. 

Wagenknecht contends that Chaucer preferred vocal music to 

inst rumental music as the instrumental music at this time 

exi s ted in a very undeveloped state. He further states that 

Chaucer's choice of vocal music blends with his ideas of the 

expression of the individual human personalities. 128 William 

Chappell states: 

Chaucer, throughout his works, never loses 
an opportunity of describing or alluding to the 
general use of music, and of bestowing it as an 
accomplishment upon the pilgrims, heroes, and 
heroines of his several tales or poems, when
ever propriety admits. We may learn as much 
from Chaucer of the music of his day, and of 
the estimation in which the art was then held 
in England, as if a treatise had been written 
on the subject.1 29 

He follows this statement by referring to the prioress of The 

Can te rbury Tales who "Ful wel .•• sang the servise devyne, / 

Entuned in hire nose ful semely"; to the mendicant Friar who 

"We l couthe ... synge and playe on a rote"; to the Par-

doner, who "Ful lowde . sang"; to the Carpenter's wife, 

whose "song . Sas lowde and yerne / As eny swalwe . wa 

12B The P e rsonalitv of Chaucer, P· 37. 
- - -

129 Old English Popular Music, rev. ed. by Ellis Wool
d~idge (New York : Jack Brussel, 1961), p. 21. 
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chi t eryng on ·a berne"; to the Apprentice in "The Cook's 

'I1 a le ," who could "hoppe and synge, and make such disporte"; 

a nd to the Parish Clerk Absolon, · who "sang som tyme a lowde 

quy nyble." All these examples point to the interest of 

Chauc er in singing as well as to his expert knowledge in some 

areas of music.130 

Chaucer mentions instrumental music many times in all 

of h i s works. He speaks of the harpers and even classifies 

the i nstruments in The Book of the Duchess; he describes "the 

sound of the wind in the leaves and the singing of the 

birds . 11131 Thus we know of Chaucer's musical knowledge and 

interest and of the importance that music played in the 

socia l life of medieval England, so much so that each medieval 

gentleman was required to learn a musical instrument and to 

s ing as part of his education.13 2 

Because this musical instruction and musical composition 

b ecame so important in England, it is necessary to look back 

t o the same sources for the history of musical pedagogy and 

composition as for the history of the lyric. The primitive 

dance which we saw in the ring dance was usually unwritten 

130 Chappell, pp. 22-23. 

131 Wagenknecht, p. 35. 

132 Sister Mary Ernestine Whitmore, Me dieval Eng}is~ 
Dome stic Life and Amus ements in th~ Work s of Chauce r (New 
York : Cooper-Square Publishers, Inc.t 1972), p. 241. 
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o r extemporaneous, and the refrain occurred as the leader 

sang and the dancers responded. This refrain resembles the 

t wo-part antiphons of the religious ceremonies. Liturgical 

mus i c actually had a greater direct influence on English 

musical composition than the troubadours had. Saint Godric, 

who wrote the oldest English lyrics that survive, composed 

h.i s "Crist and Sainte Marie" with the Kyrie eleison sung both 

b e fo r e and after the song.1 33 Thus we see another influence 

or the refrain, and we know that Chaucer used the refrain in 

his lyrics. 

The responsorial chants which existed as part of mass 

and o ffice were considered two-part organa, and the manu

scripts from the eleventh century show this music writte n 

with staffless neumes and no clefs. 134 The neumes were used 

mos tly to aid the memory of the singer who already knew the 

melody . Many songs were not notated, since the songs were 

sung many times to long-established and therefore well-known 

melodies. But these manuscripts are of great importance 

especially in clarifying the development of the Gregori a n 

chant which dominated Church music and represented the larg

est body of monomelody. These chants in the early Middle 

Ages were simple with each syllable set to a neume, moderate 

133 41 Reese, p. 2 . 

134 Reese, pp. 260-61. 
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wi th some syllables set to one neume but most syllables set 

t o t wo or three neumes, or florid with single syllables sung 

to many groups of neumes. The choice of these categories 

dep ended on the degree of liturgical solemnity, the place of 

the melody in the mass, arid the ability of the singers. 135 

The f our main chants were the strophic, which were the hymns 

a nd s equences; the psalmodic, which were responsorial psal

mody ; the commatic, which were free compositions with each 

phra s e having special melodic design; and the monologues and 

dia l ogues. These chants were used when the priest was 

db h h . t' 136 answe re y t e c 01r or congrega ion. 

These chants were based upon modes for their sound, as 

no e x act form of notation had been developed. The modes 

we re , in the simplest terms, based on a scale sans sharps or 

flats , a scale which gave each mode its individual sound. 

In o t her words, these medieval or ecclesiatical modes may 

b e · represented by scales of white notes on the modern piano 

keyboard. These modes were either authentic or plagal, and 

e ach mode had its own particular name and number. The modes 

a s n amed and paired by authentic and plagal (major or minor) 

are Protus, authentic, Dorian with the plagal, Hypodorian; 

Deuterus, authentic, Phrygian with the plagal, Hypophrygian; 

135 Reese, p. 164. 

136 Reese, PP$ 169-71. 
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Tritus, . authentic, Lydian with the plagal Hypolydian; and 

Tetrardus, authentic, Mixolydian with the plagal ~ypomixo

lyd i an.137 Thus as the modes were always numbered the same 

the singer knew which tone and sound to sing. For example, 

the Dorian authentic mode would be considered our D major 

scale (sans sharps) paired with the plagal Hypodorian, four 

notes lowe r, which would be our A minor scale. Also the 

sou n d of each mode was connected with a pathos which set the 

mood, time, and place in which the mode was used. In the 

.we lf t h century, the compass of each mode was restricted to 

ten notes as the Cistercians reformed the modes through a 

mis understanding of Psalm 143 to mean ten notes: "Upon a 

psal t ery. • of ten strings will I sing praises unto thee." 

Thus chromaticism dwindled and polyphony arose in Western 

·music. 138 

In the Middle Ages writers gave the name conductus to 

songs that were religious or serious,secular but not liturgi

cal. The simple conducti were songs with a descant style or 

c oun t erpoint form, and the conductus caudae contained elabor

a te melismas. These songs were not from the Gregorian reper

toire but were many times found in connection with religious 

services. Reese says that many of these conducti were 

137 Hoppin, p. 65. 

138 59 Reese, p. 1 • 
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o ne-line antiphons with Latin texts called rondelli or 

ro t undelli; they were strophic songs with simple stanzas, 

wi th some refrains taken from the office or graduals for the 

mas s but altered to fit metric patterns.139 He further 

stat es that students of medieval Latin meter found in some 

conducti the primary prototype of the metrical forms of the 

rondeau, ballade, and virelai.14 0 ~As Chaucer wrote many a 

ronde au, ballade, and virelai (so he said), the music of the 

Churc h was certainly familiar to him in form and sound. He 

could have easily penned his lyrics to the musical neumes or 

notes or sounds in his head. 

Church music surely influenced versification. The great 

medieval hymns offered their influences too: they contained 

s tress, accent, and rhyme instead of the Gregorian syllabic 

stre s s. Perry states that "the syllabic method reappears 

once more ••. in French prosody, and thus affects the verse 

of Chaucer and of subsequent English poetry, and it still may 

b e s tudied, isolated as far as may be from considerations of 

qua n t ity and stress, in certain English songs written for 

· 1 t h t " 141 Th h music, where syllable careful y mac es no e. . e Frenc 

139 Music in the Middle Ages, p. 202. 

1 4 0 Reese, p. 2q1. 

1 41 A study of Poetry, P· 166. 
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were leaders in music in the Middle Ages as they were extend

ing the monomelody into duplurn (counter melodies), which, of 

course, were more pleasant to the ear. The leading composers 

in France at this time were Philip de Vitry and Guillaume de 

Mach aut, Machaut being Chaucer's influence for technique and 

fo rm. Philip de Vitry and Machaut are not known to have been 

t rained at a university, but they were poet-musicians steeped 

in a literary background acquired by private instruction and 

independent study; hence their backgrounds were similar to 

Chaucer's background. 142 Vitry and Machaut set the standards 

for s ophisticated literature in the centers of feudal Europe, 

and i t was therefore natural for the more cosmopolitan noble

men o f England to try to rival the French on these stan

dards .143 These two poet-musicians have left extant lyrics, 

and s ome of their lyrics have musical notation. We know that 

the lyrical art was strongest in the highly developed French 

court, and the Proven9al and Italian courts, those courts 

which influenced Chaucer the most. Ker adds that "as in 

those days musical and poetical measures, tunes and words 

generally went together, the development of music would mean 

1 . t 144 
the development of poetical forms of yric s anzas. 

142 carpenter, p. 330. 

143 Robertson, p. 277. 

144 English Literature: Medieval, p. 145. 
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Perhaps Chaucer wrote some music if only to try the form, and 

perhaps some of the extant lyrics were part of his experimen

tation. His experimentation, in· turn, was a part of his edu

cati6n and development as a lyricist--possibly a musical 

lyricist. 

Musical education flourished in England. Instruction in 

the s ong schools included sounds and their relationship to 

mathematical numbers, intervals, position of half steps, the 

forma tion of scales which were mostly taught on a monochord, 

and v ocal formulas, similar to the old Greek nomoi, to teach 

the. di fferent modes. 145 Music instruction was offered 

throughout England in monasteries, cathedrals, collegiate 

churches, chantries, guilds, and hospitals open to all chil

d ren rich a~d poor.146 In "The Prioress's Tale" Chaucer 

wrote of a little boy who attended a song school; at school 

he l earned "Alma Redemptoris Mater," which was composed by 

Herman Contractus (Herman the Cripple), a theorist and com

p oser of marked ability attached to a monastery.147 The 

mus ical treatises of Augustine, Macrobius, Martianus, 

Cass iodorus, Isidoras, and Boethius served as instruction 

books in the monastic schools; we know Chaucer was familiar 

145 Carpenter, p. 24. 

1 4 6 Carpenter, p. 337. 

147 7 Reese, p. 12 • 
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wi th some of these writers. 148 ' De Musica, which Saint 

Augus tine wrote before his conversion, was chiefly the study 

of poetic meters, but De doctrina Christiana, which he wrote 

later , recognized the liberal arts, including musical theory, 

as useful and necessary for proper understanding of the 

Scr i ptures; after the publication of this work the Church 

p · aced a new emphasis upon the arts. 149 

Next to Paris, the University of Oxford inspired more 

treatises on music than any other medieval university. Among 

thes e treatises was De artibus liberalibus of Robert 

Gros seteste, the Bishop of Lincoln, who placed music at the 

head of the quadrivium. 15° Chaucer was definitely familiar 

with the University of Oxford as his Clerk was from Oxford, 

and he held the Clerk in high regard. The University of 

Padua was instrumental in the development of mensural music; 

in the Pomerium, Marchettus of Padua posited a rhythmic 

t heory in which the breve might be divided into smaller ele

ments according to mathematical relationships, thus present-

. t. l 151 
ing duple rhythm on as equal time with ripe. 

148 Carpenter, p. 13. 

149 Carpenter, pp. 12-13. 

150 Carpenter, p. 82. 

151 Carpenter, p. 349. 

Chaucer's 
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Cle rk tells a tale that he says was told to him by Petrarch 

in Padua. Since Petrarch lived in Padua from 1360 to 1369, 

many scholars surmise that Chauc~r met Petrarch, perhaps even 

in Padua, when the poet from England traveled on the conti

ne nt in 1368. Also Chaucer's clerks were all learned, well

educ a ted men; as well educated men they received instruction 

in music. The clerk Nicholas in "The Miller's Tale" was 

very well-educated: 

And al above ther lay a gay sautrie, 
On which he made a-nyghtes melodie 
So swetely that all the chambre rang; 
And Angelus ad virginem he song; 
And after that he song the Kynges Noote. 
Ful often blessed was his myrie throte. 

Be cause many of Chaucer's allusions were connected strongly 

to music, it is clear that he was familiar with music from 

t he best literary sources as well as from the Church festi

vals and courtly songs. 

These secular, or court, songs, as we have seen earlier, 

arose primarily through the trouveres and troubadours of 

France. Along with these minstrels, Jean de Muris, an 

as tronomer and mathematician, and Philip de Vitry were teach

ing the ars nova; music was no longer subservient to the 

Church. As Latin songs had been directly influential on the 

vernacular songs of the troubadours and trouveres, the Latin 

·works of the goliards merit attention. These young nen in 

minor 2 cclesiastical orders, who roamed over Western Europe 
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and England throughout the thirteenth century, were influen

tial with their drinking songs, spring songs, and immoral 

satires against the Church; they used both vernacular and 

Churc h melodies. 152 Much of the music of the Church was 

p r e served in the monasteries; however, much of the vernacular 

musi c was never recorded or written down but was handed down 

b~ wo rd of mouth. Thus if Chaucer's scribes were not musi

cal ly instructed, perhaps they could not notate the lyrics 

but c ould only record the words. Perry said: 

The mathematics of music and poetry, while 
heightening the intellectual pleasure of those 
capable of comprehending it, is admittedly too 
difficult for the mass of men. But no lover 
of poetry should refuse to go as far in theor-
izing as his ear will carry him.153 

C .. Day Lewis emphasizes that "Words for music are incomplete 

words ."154 If one considers this point carefully, one real

i zes that the words of poetry make music with the meter, the 

sounds of the words, and the way in which the words are put 

t ogeth e r; thus poetry becomes music. John Spiers summarizes: 

Innumerable lyrics--words for song--must have 
perished. The various ly~ics we do have a~e 
evidently only stray survivors. Yet ther imply 
again, as Chaucer's poetry does~ the ~edieval 
English organic community. Lyrics evidently 

152 Reese, pp. 200-201. 

153 A Study of Poetry, p. 180. 

154 The Lyric Impulse (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1965), p. 34. 
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originated as words for the song and dances of 
the seasonal festivals and they are still in 
the fourteenth century--as often as not--words 
intended for music. The art of music both for 
groups of voices and instruments was (we know) 
highly developed in Chaucer's time.155 

If we consider Chaucer's ~ords in his lyric written to Adam 

his s cribe, we remember that Chaucer was very meticulous with 

his work. Such care is typical of a poet intending that his 

vers e be set to music. It is also typical of a poet func

tion i ng in a musical environment. 

Just as there were general musical elements in the 

milieu in which Chaucer functioned, so there were specifi

cally eccle siastical musical influences. To understand these 

la t ter influences, it is netessary to examine in some detail 

c ertain ecclesias tical circumstances of the time other than 

those treating of music. Let us turn, then, to a considera-

t ion of these circumstances. 

The one conunon tie for all the people, rich and poor, 

was t he Church. · w. J. Courthope writes that if there were 

any conflicts between the spiritual and temporal powers, the 
156 

predominant influence lay on the side of the Church. 

Since only once Church existed, this history was common to 

155 Chaucer the Maker (London: Faber and Faber, 1940), 

p. 216. 

155 A Historv of English Poetry (London: Macmillan and 
Company, Ltd., 19 I 9~ I, 13-14. 
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al l Europe, and some of the first writings in English were 

chief ly sermons, homilies, prayers, and lives of saints. 

Many of these writings were adapted from the French and 

Lat i n, and these writings were the bulk of English literature 

to the time of Chaucer. These sermons preached Christian 

doctrine, which held that salvation was attainable only by 

c o nforming to God's will. Robert Miller, editor of Chaucer: 

Sources and Backgrounds, emphasizes that in the schools the 

liberal arts educated the person by teaching the Bible and 

the B~_ok of Nature; these works taught the mystical concept 

of the divine word and of all truths, and this teaching in 

turn freed the student of ignorance of God's will.157 He 

further states that this truth was explored in the Confes

s i ons of Saint Augustine, and as Saint Augustine in De doc

trina Christiana called for a compilation of dictionaries to 

aid the interpretation of the Holy Scriptures, the Book of 

Nat ure was categorized by bestiaries (animate creatures), 

herbals (trees and flowers), lapidaries (stones), numerolo

gies, and other genres which established standard defini

tions.158 Thus the interpretation of scriptural texts took 

the form of "glosses": as the Patristic exegetes, or Church 

157 (New York: oxford University Press, 1977}, pp. 4-5. 

158 4 5 Miller, pp. - • 
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Fathers, tried to find the inner meaning of the Divine Truth 

and produced the Ordinary Gloss. 159 These interpretations 

aided in bringing into vogue allegories establishing a reli

gion of Love:, this psuedo-religion included its own litanies, 

~t s own paradise, its own hell, its own celestial court of 

pers onified abstractions. 160 Edmunds says that all medieval 

poets were touched by the mystical aspects of religion and 

by d evotion to the Church, which was a necessary prelude to 

chiva lry. 161 He further states that Chaucer seemed to "pass 

through periods of spiritual crisis, in which he was thrown 

back in great humility upon his religious exercises. 111 6 2 So 

f poets could draw from the scripture, the Patristic exegesis, 

or the writings of the Ecclesiasts which we see as strong 

influences upon Chaucer. Especially so we see these influ

ence s in his earliest lyric, "An ABC," in which the lyric 

becomes a hymn to the Virgin Mary. 

As the thirteenth century was such a deeply religious 

time , many religious lyrics were composed then. Saint Godric 

and Richard Rolle had chosen the contemplative life while 

159 Miller, p. 5. 

160 Jusserand, p. 276. 

161 Ch..aucer a.i.1d His Poetry, p. 44. 
---- -- -

162 Edmunds, p. 45. 
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o ther ecclesiasts went into the world doing good, but they 

a ll created poems for the ignorant laity, who enjoyed verse 

whi ch was easily remembered.16 3 Rolle appears to have 

founded a school; his influence is seen in a large accumula

t ion of religious poetry, and this growing ecclesiasticism 

with its literary influences appeared in the elaborate 

Chaucerian stanza.164 Yet another influence upon Chaucer 

had come through the Church. 

But the influence of the liturgy was the most important 

of Latin influences on Chaucer's lyrics~ The Church grew 

faste r than the population, as Ackerman said, with around 

9,5 00 parishes in eighteen dioceses in England, a hundred of 

these parishes within the walls of London. In 1377 (after 

the worst of the plague), 8,000 holders of secular benefices, 

11, 000 men and women in regular orders, and about 16,000 

clerks existed. 165 The priest's duties consisted of mass and 

Divine Office each day .. Offices were set forms in the 

b reviary of prayers, hymns, antiphons, and psalms, which were 

originally monastic devotions and which consisted of Matins; 

Lauds (early morning); Prime; Terce; Sext; None; Vespers 

163 Patterson, pp. 18-19. 

164 Chambers and Sidgwick, P· 290. 

165 Backgrounds to Medieval Engl i sh Literature, 

pp. 38-39. 
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(mid-afternoon); and Compline (seven or eight) .166 Ackerman 

fur ther stated that in most parishes the hours were cele

brated publicly only on Sunday and feast-days, but in the 

larg e churches, which had large staffs, hours could be cele

brated daily. 167 As a great number of grarmnar schools, 

theo l ogical lectures, and universities increased in the thir

teenth century as well as the fourteenth century, many well

educated clergymen and scholars of great eminence arose in 

England; Chaucer mentions these men with reverence.168 

Chaucer also recognized the corruption in the Church; 

although he strongly supported sincere orthodoxy, he did 

sati r ize the evils which had developed. Even after the 

"Great Schism" which moved the Papacy to Avignon, England 

held allegiance to Rome for political reasons; nevertheless, 

the p restige of the Roman Pope was lowered in Englana. 169 

Simultaneously the Lollards were weakening the discipline of 

the Church. As the Church was the most powerful and highly 

o rganized system of social control the world had ever seen, 

John Wyclif's simple Lollard philosophy was considered 

heresy, but his views on dominion, nature sources, limitations, 

166 Ackerman, pp. 48-49. 

167 Ackerman, pp. 48-49. 

168 Ackerman, p. 44. 

169 Ackerman, p. 26. 
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a n d distribution of powers of government sprang straight from 

Aristotle.170 

Still, it was Christianity, especially the monasteries, 

that kept philosophy and literature alive in the Middle Ages. 

Ackerman felt that theological ideas did not figure very 

prominently in the vernacular literature, but he writes of 

Chaucer, "despite his playful tone, Chaucer obviously expected 

his a udience at least to have heard about the philosophical 

concepts of simple and conditional necessity."171 Chaucer 

knew and expected his audience to be familiar with Saint 

Augustine, whose full rationale of Christianity formed the 

foundation of medieval orthodoxy. The same set of clich~s 

appeared in Deschamps and Chaucer, each of whom expected his 

audience to recognize the commonplace and each of whom saw 

himself as a part of a long tradition of authority. This 

tradition reached back through the literary predecessors of 

these poets to great "clerks" of classical antiquity and the 

six days of creation.172 All educated men were considered 

clerics and were set apart. Thus Chaucer as an educated man 

was closely allied to the clerics and theology. The vast 

story of theology through the centuries was only half 

170 Manly, pp. ~69-70. 

171 !3-.9-ckg_:counds to Medieval English Literature, p. 81. 

172 Miller, p. 3. 
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understood by persons who wrote it or read it; because what 

men should have believed and read was protected by the state, 

the fashion of moralizing was long and dull.173 Chaucer 

like d the inferior writers of antiquity for their legends 

of chivalry, and he did not reject this inheritance but added 

to it , modified . it, and borrowed only what he could transform 

to reality. 174 Certainly Chaucer's light satire was not long 

and dull; as these influences prevailed during his time, he 

neith er copied nor even translated directly without his own 

style and genius making the work original. 

Hugh of Saint Victor said that poetry is the handmaiden 

o f philosophy and that poetry may be properly used only if 

one has a knowledge of true doctrine. 175 Chaucer subscribed 

to this theory as his lyrics abound in his philosophical and 

religious beliefs. Some of these beliefs are merely stated 

p oetically, some are stated satirically, and some are stated 

so s ubtly that only the a~tute in Chaucer's audience must 

have grasped the full meaning ,of 
1

the verse. Huppt also com

mented that "In Chaucer's work we perceive an underlying vein 

of philosophical seriousness" and that "There are virtues in 

173 M. w. Grose, Chaucer (New York: Arco, 1969), 
pp. 27-28. 

174 George H. Palmer, Formative Types in English Poetry 
(Boston and New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1918), 

PP. 42-46. 

175 Huppi, p. 12. 
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li terature as they exercise the mind so it may grasp doc

tr ines and mysteries of faith"; the reader seeks the truth 

beneath the rhetorical surface. 176 

The history of the lyric, the history of music, and the 

his t ory of the Church are ·so interwoven that the influence 

of one becomes the influence of the other. As Chaucer writes 

the l yric, he writes of the Church and of music; these influ

ences are the strongest influences upon him. Surely Chaucer 

mus t have attempted musical composition at some time, must 

have sung his poetry at court, or must have read his poetry 

to musical accompaniment at court, this court around which 

his life revolved. 

176 Fruit and Chaf, P· 12. 



CHAPTER III 

THE EARLY LYRICS 

We have seen in the previous chapters that Chaucer found 

i nfluences in the Church, ' in the French love songs and poems, 

and in the court of Edward III, where he was exposed to a 

clas s ical education. Thus it is no wonder that his earliest 

extant lyric is a translation of a French poem, a hymn to the 

Bless ed Mother, and a request from Blanche, Duchess of Lan

cas t er , wife of John of Gaunt. In his earliest dated poem 

Chaucer the maker has already appeared. In changing the 

rhyme scheme and syllable count from those of his French 

s ource Chaucer immediately makes the poem his own. The gen

uine tenderness and humility come from Chaucer's own personal

ity a nd from his heart just as the rhythm of the poem changes 

it i nto a hymn of love. This originality is emphasized by 

James Russell Lowell, who concludes that there is "no ques

tio n of plagiarism, for the poems are not made of words and 

thoughts and images, but of that something in the poet him

self which can compel them to obey him and move to the rhythm 

of his nature."l Thus in his first extant lyric we see 

Chaucer as an individual creating a song to be sung. 

1 ~ study Windows (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1913), p. 233. 
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As we look at "An ABC" and "The Complaint unto Pity," 

e
9A Complaint to his Lady," and "The Complaint of Mars," we 

a re seeing poems written from approximately 1359 to approxi

mately 1375. I shall examine each poem separately as each 

of these lyrics is distin6t and separate in content and 

structure; also I shall seek a common bond relating to all 

fou r poems as I trace the growth of the author. Then I shall 

a n aly ze the meter and rhythm as a means of providing each 

song with the notation that could have been used for singing 

~he lyric in Chaucer's court. E. de Selincourt says that 

the vi tal independence of Chaucer's genius at once shone in 

hi s delicate metrical art. He adds that Chaucer achieves an 

u n fo r gettable melody by his diction, which is the language 

of prose raised to poetry by its vitality and by its music. 2 

This critic further states: 

He seems to be seeking only the aptest expres
sion of his thought, to say everything just as 
one would wish to say it in talk, and yet, some
how or other, he finds it with rhyme and metre, 
giving it that graceful ease which is the high
est ~rt • . .•• he can write a lyric which owes 
more to its music than to its intellectual con
tent: but he avoids fine writing as studiously 
as many seek to achieve it.3 

.Scholarship has ascertained that "An ABC" was a trans

lation or at least an adaptation of a French poem by 

2 oxford Lectures on Poetry (Freeport, New York: Books 
for Libraries Press, Inc":, 1967), p. 26. 

3 Oxford Lectures on Poetry, p. 26. 
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Guil laume Deguileville, "Le Pelerinage de la Vie Humaine," 

wh i ch was written about 1330. This "Pilgrimage of Human 

Life, " as Bernhard ten Brink notes, "contains a similar 

p o e t ic alphabetical hymn in its first part, which treats of 

t he pilgrimage of the soui. 11 4 Emile Legouis says that "An 

AB C" is almost a literal translation of Deguileville, a 

mbnk of Chalis Abbey, and that Chaucer preserves the monk's 

mean t ng without exactly reproducing the poem. 5 Alfred W. 

Pol l ard states that "Chaucer begins each stanza literally 

and well, but soon wanders from his original and supplies 

its place rather poorly. 11 6 Percy Van Dyke Shelly observes 

that "Chaucer wrote a poem as well as a translation." 7 Mary 

Edith Thomas says that even the translation is "never .arti

f i cial or wanting in a spirit of spontaneity" but that as an 

early poetic exercise, it excels its source in religious 

fervo r and devotion to the Virgin and is notable for its 

sincerity and its genuine religious spirit. 8 This spirit 

4 History of English Literature trans. W. C. Robinson 
(New York: HenryHolt and Company, 1893), II, 60. 

5 Geoffrev Chaucer ·trans8 L. Lailavoix (London: J.M. 
Dent and Sons,

6

1913), pp. 63-64. 

6 Chaucer (New York: Greenwood Press, 1931), p. 58. 

7 The Living Chaucer (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press-;-1"940), p. 103. 

8 Medieval Skepticism and Chaucer (New York: Cooper 
Square Publishers, 1971), P· 98. 
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f lows through the smooth lines as the meter turns to rhythm 

and s ings itself. For example, lines 105 through 108 through 

use of anaphora sing the hymn. Chaucer himself says, "We 

han noon oother melodye or glee/ Us to rejoyse in oure 

adve rsitee" (11. 100-101), as well as "Be ye not skant; for 

alle we singe and seye 11 (1. 175). These two passages cer

tain ly point to the poem as being a hymn appropriate for 

~ingtng. Frank Patterson states that Chaucer in translating 

01 mana ged to preserve the spirit and manner of the original, 

thereby inaugurating a new school of English lyric poetry."9 

Thus the majority of critics see - that Chaucer's originality 

produc e s an original poem more than a translation. G. K. 

Ches terton feels that translations are either smaller or 

greater than the originals and that some of Chaucer's trans

latio ns are much greater than the originals as "all of them, 

in a rather ~urious sense, are more original than the orig

inal. "10 Since Chaucer lengthened the line, the line flowed 

smoothly to sing itself; since he added more rhymes, the 

r hymes flowed more smoothly to sing themselves; and Chaucer's 

h ymn, greater than the original, became a hymn of priase 

flowing from the heart. 

9 The Middle English Penitential Lyric (New York: AMS 
Press I :nc.;-196gr;-pp. 44-45. 

10 Chaucer (London: Faber and Faber Ltd., 1932), p. 118. 
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Some critics refer to Chaucer's religious periods in 

c o nnection with religious influences such as the Vulgate and 

t he Church itself. Frederick Tupper points to Chaucer's use 

of t he Prymer, or Lay Folk's Prayer Book, which contained 

the " Quern Terra" and hymns for Matins and the "Salve Regina," 

as a source used by Chaucer in "An AB C. 1111 Sister Madeleva 

afid ed that Chaucer's first poem was a composite of the cen

t ral . doctrines, titles, and devotions under which the Church 

honor s Mary. 12 She further stated that a young and rather 

inex perienced Chaucer had three problems: the task of trans

lat i on, the inherent formality of prayer, and the conven

tional formality of its vocabulary of title and belief, but 

tha t he solved these problems by expanding the line and 

spirit of the original, which surpassed the conversational 

freedom of speech and breathed into it the poet's breath of 

fa ith and love.13 He expanded the line as a poet and not as 

a t ranslator, and he transformed the devout convention into 

a divine conversation to sing rather than to say.
14 

11 "Chaucer's Bed's Head," Modern Language Notes, 30 
( 1 915), 9. 

12 A Lost Language (New York: Russell and Russell, 
1967), p:- IT:-

13 Sister Madeleva, p. 16. 

14 Sister Madeleva, pp. 11-14. 
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Twe nty-three eight-line stanzas of supposedly deca

s yllabic lines comprise "An ABC," but on closer analysis, 

many lines are not decasyllabic; starting with the six-foot 

l ine two, "To whom that al this world fleeth for socour, 11 15 

the poe m presents various irregular patterns. C. s. Baldwin 

e xplains this variation thus: 

A mere list of his verse-forms shows that he 
ranged widely; and within any given meter of 
his mature work will be found such manifold 
variations of stress and pause, tempo and 
substitution, as avoid monotony without weak
ening the pattern, answer the movement of the 
action, or suggest the mood.16 

George Lyman Kittredge further states that Chaucer's verse, 

" t h ough full of variety, is always in exquisite tune. There 

neve r was a better or more finished metrician. His sense 

of r hythm, indeed, is quite extraordinary, even for a 

· poet . 11 17 That he supersedes the metrical understanding of 

many of his fellow poets indicates his awareness of the 

interrelationships among meter and verse and music. Paull 

Franklin Baum adds that the elemental structure of Chaucer's 

f i ve-stress iambic line remains his staple and that "He 

15 F. N. Robinson, ed., The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, 
2nd edition (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1957), p. 524. 
He reafte r all quotations from the text will be from F. N. 
Robinson and not footnoted. 

16 Three Medieval Centuries of Literature in England 
1100-1400 (New York: Phaeton Press, 1968), p. 209. ---

17 chau~er and His Poetry (Cambridge: Harvard Uni
versity Press, ··196 7) ~pp~:-17-18 • 
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learned ·a t once to play the instrument [the five-stress 

i ambic line]. Later he would learn. to get a finer music 

f rom it. 1118 Bliss Perry points to Chaucer's use of the 

five-beat line instead of the Anglo-Saxon four-beat line as 

being "newer, smoother, more highly elaborate verse-music" 

where the acceni always falls upon the syllable that is 

l ong and strong enough. 19 Thus scholars and critics have 

s et the stage for current consideration of the musical qual

ity of Chaucer's verse beginning with his earliest extant 

lyr ic , "An A B C . " 

The first stanza of the poem abounds in the nasal m's 

and n's together with the voiced continuant E's, unvoiced 

continuant ~·s, and the liquid !'s which musically open the 

heart to the "Almighty and al merciable queene." The long 

e's dominate the stressed words, each combined with con

tinuants which further emphasize the stressed words such as 

"queene," "fleeth," "thee," and "relieve." These same vow

els and consonants dominate all the terms used in the 

t h th Blessed r.,1other such as "merciable queene," apos ropes to. e p 

"heavene queene," "ladi" (eight times), "Glorious mayde and 

18 Chaucer: A Critical Appreciation (Durham: Duke Uni
versity Press, 1958), p. 17. 

19 A study of Poetry (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 
1920), p-: 167. 
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mooder' " "Noble pr1· ncesse, 11 "Q f f t 11 11 
• • 

1 _ueen o cor.Lor , Virg ine, ' 

and "Cristes blisful mooder deere." These vowel and conso

nan t sounds also dominate the first decasyllabic line of the 

mos t popular medieval prayer in honor of Mary, "Ave Maria, 

gratia plena." Perhaps this prayer was prominent in 

Chaucer's mind as he penned "An ABC" since he refers to 

the "Ave-Marie" in line 105. The "Ave Maria" is sung as 

well. as spoken especially during the special feast days 

honor ing Mary; the month of May, which honors Mary; and 

Saturdays, which hold special honors for the Virgin. Herbert 

Grierson and J. C. Smith note that Chaucer 11 had a firm · grasp 

on the true way of wedding the stressed and syllabic sys

tems , by accommodating metrical ictus to natural accent. 1120 

Because Chaucer was constantly hearing antiphons and hymns 

sung to the Blessed Mother, it would have been quite natural 

for him to compose his hymn to Mary--and perhaps he sang it 

to many different tunes. 

Edmund Reiss refers to the contrast of the calm, serene, 

peaceful Mary and the restless, urgent, apprehensive narra

tor.21 He further emphasizes this contrast by pointing out 

20 A Critical History of Englis~ Poetry (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1946), P· 39. 

21 "Dusting Off the Cobwebs: A Look at Chaucer's 
Lyrics," Chaucer Review, 1 (1966), 58. 
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the va r iat ions in stress and sound patterns and by citing 

examp l es o f the narrator's cries through short, choppy rhythms 

which u se monos yllabic words and tense vowels.22 Reese 

relates sound to music in this comment: 

Even though varying movements exist within 
the "ABC," there is still a congruity between 
the subject of the poem and the tones created 
i n it. Chaucer is being what we like to term 
"sincere," . although, it must be emphasized, 
his sincerity does not make the work either 
successful -or unsuccessful. Chaucer's accom
p lishme nt at least in certain parts is due, 
rather,to his creating an interplay of sound, 
movement, and meaning in which no element 
s eems to be wasted. The result of the inter
p lay is an intensity of a sort not usually 
found in the later narratives where Chaucer 
is primarily concerned with such matters as 
character creation and plot development. In 
these works the focus on language, sound, and 
rhythm is most often designed to bring out 
aspects of irony and ambiguity. One constantly 
suspects that Chaucer's tongue may be in his 
cheek--even in the "sincere" moralizing of the 
Man of Law's Tale--but the "ABC" is innocuous; 
the words actually mean what they seem to mean, 
and we believe in what is before us. 2 3 

Sister Madeleva states that Chaucer develops a conver

sational tone in the poem and that "It is delightful to 

o b serv e h i m there, so young and so impulsively at ease. As 

a b oy 's p redicament the situation is tremendously human and 

viv i d; as a prayer, in all its humorous nervousness, it is 

22 Re iss, pp. 5~-61. 

23 · 62 Re iss, p. . 
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superlative. 1124 Perhaps the young man relates to the young 

b oy he was later to write about in "The Prioress's Tale"; 

the young boy sang and loved "Alma Redemptoris Mater." Paral

lel s exist in the two hymns as the young boy's song speaks of 

Mary as "the star of the sea" and Chaucer asks that Mary 

prevent the destruction of his ship. Chaucer speaks of the 

time when Gabriel's voice came to Mary; Hermannus had spoken 

o f M':"ry ' s "receiving from the mouth of Gabriel that 'Ave'." 

Chaucer asks the Virgin to lead men "into the high tour/ of 

Para dys" (1. 154) and to "Bring us to that palais that is 

bilt / To penitentes that ben to merci able" (11 . . 183-184); 

He r mannus had spoken of "the Virgin, before and after" as 

t he "open door to heaven" to come to the aid of the falling 

people who strive to rise again. The imagery of Hermannus's 

wel l-known hymn appears in Chaucer's first poem, which is 

also a hymn to Mary. 25 Ralph Elliot speaks of Chaucer's 

heightening of the language which removes the poem from 

p r i vate prayer to a more conscious artistry as he could dis

tinguish what was linguistically suitable for a highly 

a rtificial poetic exercise from what was proper in a moment 

24 A Lost Language, p. 13. 

25 Richard H
8 

Hoppin, ed., Anthology of Medieval Music 
(New York: w. w. Norton and Co., Inc., 1978), p. 1. 
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of fervent emotional outpourin~.26 This artistry, expressed 

emotionally, emerges from the almost musical interplay of 

word and rhythm. Perhaps the musical quality of repetition 

i n the litanies to the Virgin Mary was also a strong influ

ence on Chaucer at this time. Derek Brewer said Chaucer had 

h is ears tuned to the rhythm of the cursus which had become 

i 
popular. This cursus dealt with the stressed and unstressed 

syllables instead of the long and short syllables of classi

cal Latin. 2 7 

Chaucer also employs three rhymes per stanza, a pattern 

difficult to schieve in the vernacular. Perry says, "Chaucer 

complained of the scarcity ~f rhymes in English as compared 

to their affluence in Old French, and it is true that rhym

ing is harder in our tongue than in the Romance languages. 11 28 

Joseph Mersand states that the percent of Romance language 

words that rhyme in "An ABC" is 38.11 percent.29 And 

M. ' W. Grose poi~ts out that in order to scan Chaucer's 

poetry, the reader must accent the second syllable of words 

26 Chaucer's English (London: Andre Deutsch Ltd., 
1974), p. 923. 

27 Chaucer and Chaucerians (London: Thomas Nelson and 
Sons, Ltd., 1966-)-,-p. 37. 

28 ~ study of Poetry, p. 190. 

29 Chaucer's Romance Vocabulary (Brooklyn: The Comet 
Press Inc., 1937), p. 87. 
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like honour borrowed from the ~rench, 30 whereas the Teutonic 

basis of English might suggest a stress on the initial syl

lable. W. K. Wimsatt, Jr., states that Chaucer rhymes simple 

morphemes with "nesse," a connection that is a sheer fact of 

vocabulary, but that Chaucer makes them flatly logicai. 31 

Considering the vocabulary, rhymes, scansion, stresses, 

I 
sounds, and meter of "An ABC," we can arrive at a basic 

rhythm in musical notes. Using a pattern suggested by 

Morris W. Croll as a basis for analyzing each lyric poem, I 

shall notate the rhythm of the first two lines of Chaucer's 

hymn.32 

· J J · ). J. ) I J ) ) J \ cL ) 
Almigh~y and al · merciable queene, 

~) J. J ). ;. J ) ) 
To whom\ that al this \ world fleeth l I , 

for 
j ) 

socour. 

Because of its effective blending of the sounds and the 

rhythm, "An ABC" could easily be sung. The language of 

the poem suggests the cadence or movement of a melody. The 

pathos and tenderness associated with motherhood, especially 

30 Chaucer (New York: Arco, 1969.), pp. 91-92. 

31 The verbal Icon (University of Kentucky: University 
of Kentucky Press, 1954), p. 212. 

32 St_yle, Rhetoric, and Rhyt~, ed. by J. Max Patrick 
et al. with preface by J. Max Patrick (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1966), pp. 367-68. 
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t he Blessed Mother, emerge through the poem from the true 

spirit of a religious man. Also we remember that one of 

Chauc e r's foremost French influences, Machaut, composed the 

f irst full musical mass with a ·strictly liturgical function; 

t hi s opus was La Messe de ·Nostre Dame. In the Credo the 

phrase "Ex Maria Virgine" received special musical empha

s { s .3 3 Howard Rollin Patch said that the ostensibly reli

g ious verse in "An ABC" must rank Chaucer high as a reli

g ious writer.34 Bernhard ten Brink states: 

The imitation is also rather free in things of 
greater importance; the French stanza most 
frequently sketches out the thought in a gen
eral way, while the corresponding English 
stanza gives it more exhaustively, or enlarges 
upon it; in other .cases when the parallel 
stanzas have the same contents, there are often 
deviations in the arrangement of the thoughts. '. 
The different parts of the English poem are of 
very unequal value. The whole, though very 
fresh in conception, has never-the-less, in an 
aesthetic sense, the appearance of an intentional 
work of art, which gives us an opportunity to 
admire Chaucer's great mastery in the management 
of language, verse, and stanza.35 

Despite his borrowing from both the Vulgate and Deguile

v ille's work, Chaucer incorporated into "An ABC" his own 

33 Hoppin, pp. 414-16. 

34 on Rereading Chaucer (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1939), p. 172. 

35 The Language and Meter of Chaucer, rev. ed. (London: 
Macmillan and Company~td., 1899), PP· 60-61. 
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r eligious and artistic concepts. Hence the poem is a Chaucer 

original with rhythm and cadence that could be set to music 

and could have been sung at the medieval court. 

The three complaints of Chaucer's earliest writings are 

dated by most scholars between 1367 and 1375. Chaucer had 

made his Italian journey during this period; we see the new 

i n fluences joining the old classical, French, and Church 

inf luences to further broaden the poet. 

"The Complaint unto Pity" has drawn little critical 

attention. Boyd Wise cites Skeat's idea that the struggle 

between Pity and Cruelty parallels that of Pietas and · 

Tes iphone in Statius's Thebaid Book XI: 458-496; he also 

accepts Furnivall's idea that this work was a borrowing from 

Statius.36 Pollard also quotes Skeat and proposes The 

Romance of the Rose as the influence for the personification 

of Pity. He further states that "Chaucer's poem is quite 

independent of both works, and, especially in the eight 

verses which preface the Complaint, is singularly beauti

ful.1137 Dean Fansler points to Machaut's twenty-two per

sonified abstractions in Le Dit du Vergier as an influence, 

36 The Influence of Statius upon Chaucer (New York: 
Phaeton Press, 1967), pp. 40-41. 

37 Chaucer (New York: Greenwood Press, 1931), 
pp. 58-59. 
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a nd Fansler is the first to point to Dante's Inferno, 

Book IX: 43-45, as an influence.38 In Inferno Dante refers 

to the personified traits that stand about Pity's hearse in 

stanza six. 39 Alice Miskimin describes the Chaucerian 

poetic style as not conveisational but artificial; this 

s tyl e reflects that of the French poets that was kept alive 

by poets for another century. 40 E.W. Edmunds states that 

the poem is a "carefully written poetical exercise 11 with no 

French model but that it borrowed the rhyme royal from 

Machaut; he further adds, "' Compleynte' is entirely '\'li thout 

t ho se touches of sly satire which were his [Chaucer's] . 

spe cial gifts. 114 1 

Devoid of satire and humor, the poem is a particularly 

suc cessful expression of pathos in its focus on the poet 

persona's undying love for the cruel lady to whom he pours 

out his pain in verse. Ten Brink states of the poem: 

38 Chaucer and the Romance de la Rose (New York: 
Co lumbia University Press, 1914)-,-p~ sr;-84. 

39 Mortimer J. Adler, ed., Great Books of !he Western 
World (Chicago, London, Toronto, Geneva: Encyclopaedia 
Britannica, Inc., 1952), XXI, 12. 

4 o The Renaissance Chaucer (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1975), p. 236. 

41 Chaucer and His Poet..£Y_ (London: George G. Harrap 
and Company, 191~ pp. 38-40. 
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The idea is clothed in the ordinary style of the 
allegorical school of French poets. The sympathy 
that should have dwelt in the bosom of the be
loved is personified, as are also all her other 
internal and external excellences--such as Per
fect Goodness, Exquisite Beauty, Mirth, Serenity, 
and what other qualities she may possess. But 
deeply affected . feelings of the past repeatedly 
break out through the conventional dress which is 
spread over the whole description. There is a 
pleasant harmony of word and verse and sense in 
this delineation; its energy is not clogged, now 
does it fatigue the reader, although it suffers 
from the co!~rlessness unavoidable in such ab
stractions. 

Fo J . Snell adds to ten Brink's criticism by stating that 

w'wh ere the form exhibits so many artifices, it is natural to 

s urmi se that the feeling also is largely, if not entirely, 

ar t ificial," and this artificiality weakens our faith in the 

s incerity of the poet's emotions. 43 These statements repre

sen t the general criticism of "The Complaint unto Pity" 

except for that of Gordon Gerould: 

Very different are the references in "The Com
plaint unto Pity," in which the compassion of 
an unnamed lady is sought by a hopeless lover. 
The seventeen rhyme royal stanzas are in the 
convention of all such amorous verse and have 
little to do with the virtue of pity which 
Chaucer values so highly. 

His exaltation of pity is closely related to 
his power of using restrained unders~atem~nt to 
emphasize the pathos of some human situation. 
Repeatedly the plight of the innocent, of the 
deserted, of persons in one way or another 

42 History of English Literature, P· 49. 

43 The Age of Chaucer (London: G. Bell and Sons, Ltd., 

1920), p:-T3-r.-
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caught inexorably by evil fortune or threatened 
with disaster is developed with tragic force. 
Only by sympathy and compassion is the dangerous 
life of man to be bourne •.•. The matter was 
admirably surrunarized long ago by the late Pro
fessor Root, the only scholar who to mv knowl
edge has given due weight to pathos as~an 
element in Chaucer's art.44 

This a s sessment of the emotional quality of the complaint is 

r ft h e r closely related to the opinion of Rosemary Woolf. She 

s ees the lyrics on death as being influenced by the Passion 

and a s featuring a "moment in the process of dying and 

bur ial";45 the death and burial of Christ surely are con

joi ned with pity. In the poem the hearse and corpse are 

de s cr i bed and dwelt upon in the opening eight stanzas. Since 

l y rics on death stir the emotion of fear which the audience 

doe s not want to feel, a paradox results which borders on 

t he idea of a sermon. To Gerould's idea of pathos (also 

Root's idea), we add the emotion of fear and the dichotomy 

of pity and cruelty with pity being the restful or peaceful 

sleep and cruelty being the fear of life or death. Either 

Chaucer mixed the pagan and Christian allusions or a scribal 

problem developed. Various critics have questioned the 

44 Chaucerian Essays (P£inceton: Princeton University 
Press , 19 5 2 ) , p • 8 3 • 

45 Maxwell s. Luria and Richard L. Hoffman, Middle 
English Ly rics (New York: w. W. ~orton and Company,.1974~, 
pp. 290-308. All references to ~allow on death lyrics will 
refer to this article and will not be footnoted. 
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meaning of line nine ty-two, "Have merc y on me, thou Herenus 

quene." Perhaps the expre ssion s hould be "Hevenus quene" 

i nstead of "Herenus quenell ; if s o, the verse would form an 

i nvocation to the Blessed Mother with the stanza ending with 

"For Goddis love, have mer cy on my p e yne!" 

Let us recapitulate in order to approach the poem from 

ah entirely different point of view. First, French courtly 

l ove . poetry with its veneration of women became the basis 

f or strong and effective love poems to the Virgin Mary. 

Se cond, Chaucer both knew and bo rrowed from the French love 

poe t ry. And third, Chaucer hims e lf h ad a deep love for Mary, 

as we have seen in "An ABC." With these ideas in mind, we 

may observe that the guiding force of the Middle Ages, the 

Church, focused its teachings particularly on the wrongs of 

the seven deadly sins. We may further observe that one 

Church spokesman, Saint Augustine, spoke of death as a 

penalty for the fall but distinguished between the death of 

a good man and . the death of a bad man. Throughout the poem 

Chaucer appears to dichotomize the traits of the good and 

the bad as he holds pity almost as meaning compassion aligned 

"With Bounte, Gentilesse, Curtesye" (l. 68) and beauty of 

grace and truth; he aligned cruelty with tyranny. Since 

Chaucer knew well of tyranny during the latter part of the 

reign of Edward III and the reign of Richard II, perhaps 
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h e is questioning the so-called "love" as compared to real 

compassion. 

The poem, as I see it, follows "An ABC" in that 

Chaucer is still concerned with the fate of man, or man's 

c ompassion for man which Chaucer appeared to have felt 

t hroughout his life; but the lines remain closer to the 

i ~mbic rhythm with fewer romance words than "An ABC." The 

r esult is a certain choppiness not characteristic of "An AB 

C .. " Thus I see "The Complaint unto Pity" as an entirely 

o riginal poem and not an exercise in French love poetry, and 

when Chaucer sang or read this lyric at court, perhaps it 

was with his tongue in his cheek as he presented a slight 

s ermon which reached his audience as a love poem of French 

o rigin. Still he had to arouse an emotion as he touched 

death by the way of pity and cruelty. Perhaps he sang the 

thi rd stanza with this metrification: 

J J J 
Adoun ·rl 

,f; I . ( 
Lf d ~ 

Ded as 

J. 
fel 

) 
when 

, j 
; / ston, 

J .. Jr 
laste; 

I 

J t~at 

) ) 
while / 

) 
I 

I ~· 
saugh 

r , 
the I 

.J. l<r 
herse, 

) ). ) J 
me} that the swogh 

In "A complaint to His Lady" I see just a slight trace 

• 11 "A Complaint to His Lady" of "The Complaint unto Pity. 

has a third as many romance words as "An A B·c" and almost 
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half as · many romance words as "The C_omplaint unto Pity." It 

contains more Anglo-Saxon words and many more plosive sounds. 

These sounds help form a lively, choppy rhythm in a light

h e arted manner. We no longer see the terms of endearment 

fo u n d in the two previous poems, but we almost fall into a 

me lodramatic situation which could be read or sung in the 

s pirit of a farce . 

. Very little commentary exists on this poem except that 

i t was the first experiment of terza rima in English poetry 

and that it was influenced by the Italians, especially Dante. 

Ske at says that "we have here the pleasure of seeing how 

Cha ucer handled Dante's metre; and the two fragments here 

preserved shew that he might have handled it quite success-

. 46 
fu l ly if he had persevered in doing so." Edmunds says 

t h a t the poem reads like an experiment in Italian metres as 

t he second stanza echoes the ottava rirna of Boccaccio with 

the abababcc rhyme scheme and the use of the final couplet, 

which sets Chaucer's use of this device in his own peculiar 

s tanza.47 He further states that Chaucer w~s able to move 

in his stanza with a cadence and melody as various and 

liquid as the Italians could command in their stanzas and 

46 The complete work~ o~ Geoff~ey Chaucer (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, i 894), I, 76. . 

47 Chau8er and His Poetry, PP· 59-61. 
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that therefore he was feeling his way to the perfection of 

hi s consummate weapon.48 

The tempo has quickened with each poem, and "A Com

plaint to His Lady" would probably be sung or read with a 

happy, lively rhythm adaptable to a dance. I use the lines 

o f the second stanza including line sixteen, which Skeat 

r efer s to as a direct copy of Dante, and I feel this rhythm: 

.J B 
Lav;,, j This 

J 
that 

f' 
hath 

)' I 

me/ s~t 
J f 
in/ swich 

3{ f J. } 
Ii a place 

J' J' J ) 
That my ae)sir 

f\ J J J 
he l nevere 

)'. J ) f' 
wol \fulfille, 

The last poem of Chaucer's earlier lyrics, "The Com

p laint of Mars," has drawn much critical study. The major

ity of critics agree that Statius's Thebaid and Ovid's 

Metamorphoses are the primary sources. Derek Brewer also 

points out Boccaccio's De Genealogia as an influence; he 

sees the work ~s an allegorical account of astronomical 

movements.49 

Many critics accept Shirley's statement that Chaucer 

wrote the poem at the request of John of Gaunt concerning 

48 Edmunds, p. 61. 

4 9 11 Chaucer, s , complaint of Mars,'" Note~ and Queries 
(November 1954), pp. 462-63. 
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the romance of Princess Isabel of Spain, John of Gaunt's 

sister-in-law, and John Holland, Earl of Huntingdon, half

brother to Richard II. This relationship was one of ques

t i onable morality. John Holland's later marriage to 

Eli zabeth, the daughter of John of Gaunt and Blanche, could 

have been his motive for the request for the poem. 

Charles R. Baskervill claims that the "Complaint of Mars" is 

an alba (a morning-song) which deals with the lovers parting 

at dawn as the fowl is heard at dawn on Saint Valentine's 

Day . 50 Thus as the fowl is heard at sunrise, the poem con

tin ues, "But ye lovers, that lye in any drede, / Fleeth, 

le s t wikked tonges you espye ! " ( 11. 5-6) . 

Now the Augustinian point of view of such a love is 

t ha t the love was doomed. This doomed love is further 

emphasized by the allusion to the brooch of Thebes: the man 

without the brooch suffered as he longed for it; the man 

whb got it suffered as he feared losing it; and the man who 

l ost it suffered as he remembered the loss. 51 Thus the alba 

was a song of grief pointing to the fact that the exclusive 

love for anything but God leads to suffering.
52 

D. W. 

50 "English songs on the Night Visit," PMLA, 36 (1921), 
594. 

51 Jonathan Saville, The Medieval Erotic Alba: Struc
ture as Meaning (New York: Columbia University Press, 1972), 
p:-7.JS:-

52 Saville, p. 238. 
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Robertson intensifies this moral issue as he says that the 

sun is called the "candle of jelosye" which follows Venus 

over the horizon and puts the degenerate Mars to shame. His 

love for Venus cannot withstand the light of truth and 

reason.SJ 

Skeat further strengthens the argument of Shirley by 

further referring to the brooch of Thebes: 

It is somewhat curious that the Princess Isabel, 
in a will made twelve years before her death, 
and dated Dec. 6, 1382, left, amongst other 
legacies, 'to the Duke of Lancaster, a Tablet 
of Jasper which the king of Armonie gave her' . 

• Here Arrnonie rneans,()f course, Armenia; 
but it is also suggestive of Harmonia, the 
name of the first owner of the brooch of 
Thebes. It seems just possible that the brooch 
of Thebes was intended to refer to this tablet 
of jasper, which was talked about as being a 
curiosity.54 

Still, many critics doubt this interpretation. G. H. 

Cowling ques~ions if Chaucer dare to jest at the expense of 

John Holland and the Duchess of York since debts of honor 

were satisfied by blood.55 Other critics refer to "The 

Complaint of Mars" as the only poem in which Chaucer 

53 A Preface to Chaucer (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1962), p. 492. 

54 The Complete Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, p. 66. 

55 "Chaucer's Complaints of Mars and of Venus," Review 
of English Studies, 2 (1926), 407. 
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moralizes. Because so many different interpretations of the 

poem exist, George Williams says that it has long been one 

of Chaucer's mystery poems.56 

Chauncey Wood sheds a different light on the poem as he 

states that the story of Mars in western literary history is 

one of the earliest versions of comedy, a comedy of embar

r~ssment of two lovers caught in adultery by an irate hus

band_.57 Wood further points to Plutarch's Moralia in which 

the relationship of Mars and Venus is separated from adult

ery per se, and which argues that harmony or concord is the 

issue of the union of Mars and Venus (love and war) • 58 Then 

he points to the comic tone of Venus's rules for Mars that 

he remain faithful while she leaves with Mercury; the situa

tion clearly presents Ovidian satire, not praise of harmony, 

as Mars comically converts from warrior to lover. 59 Of the 

Venus-Mars material Wood comments: 

We may say with some assurance, in light of 
this evidence, that in the Middle Ages the 

56 A New View of Chaucer (Durham: Duke University Press, 
1965), p-:- 56~-

57 Chaucer and the Country of the Stars (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1970), p. 56. 

5 8 wood, p. 110. 

5 9 wood, pp. 113-14. 
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conjoining of Mars and Venus in classical legend 
was echoed in the accounts of the astrologers, 
who associated various kinds of lecherous behav
ior with various relationships of the two 
planets. Thus, Chaucer would know that in writ
ing a poem about Venus and Mars and executing 
part of it in astrological terms he would be 
doubly concerne~ with adulte:ry and fornication. 
From its classical background his audience would 
expect the story to be funny; from its astro
logical nature, to be unfortunate.60 

Gardiner Stillwell feels that too much time and energy 

have been spent by critics trying to determine the subjects 

of the allegory, and he feels that the alba is a mistake as 

the conventions of the alba are not followed closely 

enough.61 He further states: 

Chaucer wittingly gives us love in terms of 
astrology, or astrology in terms of love, and 
supplies lively incident and dialogue ..•• 
Chaucer is sympathetically but humorously 
analytical ••.. Chaucer, the abjective iron
ist, stands aside from the persons in his fable, 
and uses a rich variety of ironic devices in
cluding even some smallest details of style.62 

Stillwell also feels that in the poem, story, and complaint, 

"the general movement is one of deliberate descent from the 

aristocratic dreamworld to sober truth" or from romance to 

reality.63 He then states that Chaucer in the complaint 

60 Wood, p. 120. 

61 "Convention and Individuality in Chaucer's 'Complaint 
of Mars,'" Philological Quarterly, 35 (January, 1956), 69-74. 

6 2 Stillwell, p. 80. 

63 Stillwell, p. 81. 
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"achieves a climax of increasing originality and wit, of 

increasing breadth of generalization, of increasing direct

ness in addressing his audience. 1164 Thus Stillwell observes 

that as the unpredictable Chaucer expresses his attitude 

toward young lovers in their joy and sorrow, they are both 

amusing and pathetic. He adds: 

This attitude Chaucer expresses with remark
able felicity. The astrologized and moral
ized Ovid (if involved), the aubade, the 
complaint, the Valentine-tradition, and the 
conventions of courtly love form an interest
ing background against which the poet's 
personality has its intensely individual 
being. 65 

Peter Dronke says that Chaucer shows Mars and Venus not 

only as manipulators but also as victims in their conjunction 

and separation (as planets and lovers), at which time they are 

_obedient to a higher power when they are helpless.66 Edgar s. 

Laird further . states, "The typically Chaucerian neatness of 

the arrangement is satisfying, and perhaps more important, its 

precision and astronomical accuracy indicate how carefully and 

deliberately Chaucer arranged his sextile aspect. 1167 

64 Stillwell, p. 85. 

65 Stillwell, pp. 88-89. 

66 "Chaucer and the Medieval Poets," Writers and Their 
Backgrounds: Geoffrey Chaucer, Derek Brewer,ed. (Athens:~~ 
Ohio University Pres$, 1974), p. 161. 

67 "Astrology and Irony in Chaucer's 'Complaint of 
Mars, '" Chaucer Review, 6 (Winter 19 7 2) , 2 30. 
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Deiek Brewe r believes that the narrator plays a negli

gib l e part as the objective recorder when Mars attempts a 

c onsisten tly s ad if not lugubrious tone; this tone makes it 

di ffi c u l t t o c a p ture a n d hold the audience's attention.68 

He a lso says t hat Mars is an experiment in one mode of 

trag ic utte r ance , not the greatest, but not all labor and 

sti ltedn e s s wh i c h . come s to rest in an appeal for compassion 

in a· comp l e x a nd moving stanza. 69 Brewer finds the range 

and a ssu r a n ce of e xecution complete as the poem advances 

from t h e simpl icity of the opening lines to the complexity 

o f t he c omp l ain t back to the simplicity of the last two 

l ine s . 70 

Sure ly we s e e the growth of Chaucer as poet and metrist 

in thi s po e m as t h e lines begin to run smoothly, the words 

assume a pattern f or e mphasis and smoothness, and the story

te lling author b e g ins to eme rge. This growth in sound and 

mete r a l so p o i nt s to the growth of the musical quality of 

the po e t ry . Chaucer attempts to clarify his philosophy as 

he wo rks s t ill .wi th the courtly-love theme and chivalry, but 

h e add s th e s t ory- telling element and turns the complaint 

68 Chauc er a nd Cha ucerians, p. 61. 

69 Brewe r, p. 63. 

70 Br e w~r, p . 63. 
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closer to the sermon form that he uses later. The couplet 

at t h e end of each stanza gives the poem a song-like quality 

a lmost like the quality of a refrain. Legouis said that in 

t he first two stanzas Chaucer becomes an animated singer as 

t he charming dawn song sus.tains an elegiac note. 71 We see 

mor e romance words in "The Complaint to His Lady," actually 
I 

a la rge growth of polysyllabic words which picture a mature 

ar t ist. Chaucer's views on gentilesse, on the sovereignty 

of man as opposed to the sovereignty of woman, on pity as 

o p posed to love, on fortune as opposed to nature, on pagan 

mythology as opposed to God's Law are all battling for a 

fi na l settlement. He still _returns to the phrases connected 

to t he Blessed Mother such as "My righte lady, my salvacyoun" 

( 1. 213) and "o herte swete, 0 lady sovereyne ! " ( 1. 215) in 

the c omplaint, but he has reduced his Church influence almost 

enti rely even as he sets the poem in sermon form of the 

statement of thepis, exempla, and summary which reads as a 

s ermon; even Chaucer asks, "But what availeth such a long 

sermon/ Of adventures of love, up or down?" (11. 209-210). 

Chaucer blends all prior influences with new influences and 

a new dimension of his own personality to become an orig~nal 

poet. This originality emerges in his three complaints 

delivered with tongue in cheek. 

71 Geoffrey Chaucer, P· 66. 
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The music of "The Complaint of Mars" is slower and 

heavier than that of "A Complain t to Hi s Lady ." The slow

n e ss and the weight accord with t h e s eriousnes s implied by 

Mar s's being the god of war. The last coupl e t in the first 

stanza suggests this rhythm: 

J ) : ) ). J ) ) ) I ))J 
Fleeth, / 1est wikked tonges you 

\ 
espye ! 

1 J. ) J :~nit I 
) ). JI I ) . ). ) ) ) ~ 

Lo! yond J the the c a ndel of jel9sye! 

We have seen Chaucer with a true, devout love for the 

Virg in Mary as he turns a rather artificial French poem into 

a hymn to Mary that he might sing easily thro ugh ma ny romance 

words. Then we have seen the artist a s his philosophy has 

emerged when he was seeking true love or compassion through 

-the dichotomies of pity and cruelty by introducing pathos 

into the death-lyric. In "A Complaint to His Lady" he em

ploys fewer romance words and more short Anglo-Saxon words 

to sing a lively, spritely ditty about love. In "The Com

p l aint of Mars" we see a poet gre atly matured in his use of 

content and technique. We also see Chaucer employing the 

narrative mode as he relates a story before de li~ering the 

complaint in "The Complaint unto Pity" and "The Complaint of 

Mars," about which ten Brink declares that the epic part is 
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d e cidedly more important than the complaint.7 2 Chaucer's 

h urrior has emerged in the last two poems, both ironic, and 
I 
I 

c ~i tainly his originality is never in doubt. Each poem 
, I 

\ ! 
faf ls into its own rhythm which could easily be sung, I 

t hink, as I illustrate in the appendix by my setting the 

'itlo r ds to music. 

72 History of English Literature, P· 1 93 . 



CHAPTER IV 

THE LATE POEMS 

In Chaucer's earlier lyrics we have seen his maturity 

in both content and technique. As we turn to .the later 

t welve poems, those composed from 1380 to his death, we 

s tlal l see his maturity become more pronounced. At this 

t i me . we need to consider also Chaucer's audience, which was 

a s trong influence on the poet. Derek Brewer says that 

Chaucer's art springs from his direct confrontation with a 

s ma ll audience with whom his relationship was that of a 

lic ensed entertainer. 1 David H. Zucker speaks of Chaucer 

no t only as a professional poet but also as a man with a 

public or court responsibility. His audience was a sophis- v 

t icated group many of whom were aware of French poems and 

Latin classics as well as being a well-bred but gossip

seeking audience. Chaucer had this audience constantly in 

mind as he delighted, persuaded, or cajoled them.
2 

Other 

critics agree that Chaucer's audience was knowledgeable and 

1 Chaucer and Chaucerians (London: Thomas Nelson and 
Sons Ltd., 1966-)-,-p. 62. 

2 "The Detached and Judging Narrator in Chaucer's 
'House of Fame,•" _?:1HQ!!i, 8, No. 1 (Winter 1967), 26-27. 
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add that they were familiar with the imagery of the Scrip

t ures and could easily pick out the key words or concepts 

of symbolic context in a poem. 3 As much of the culture and 

l iterature of this feudal court had migrated from France, 

Chaucer cast many of his poems in the courtly love tradition 

w~ich was fashionable and which posed a challenge to him.4 
i 

Also Chaucer synthesized the dialects, their sounds and syn-

tax, · through his writing for occasions and persons. As we 

pic ture Chaucer with his audience, we see the picture 

de s cribed by Alfred David of Chaucer unadorned in his "pul

pi t, " his hand slightly raised as if extending a blessing 

(the pose in which he and G~illaume de Deguileville have 

been placed in portraits), slightly above his audience, and 

we see Chaucer humble and mild in appearance as he pursues 

an elevated calling.s Perhaps this picture emulates the 

priest as he intones the antiphons or litanies or just sings 

the blessing oveT the people. 

C. s. Baldwin said that Chaucer's extraordinarily 

sensitive ear constantly heard the two rhythms of French 

3 Bernard Huppe and D. W. Robertson, Fruit and Chaf · 
{Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963), pp. 26-27. 

4 Alfred David, The Strumpet~ (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1976), PP• 12-13. 

5 The Strumpet ~' p. 10. 
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a nd English. 6 Another critic says that the syllabic quan

ti ty in English verse shows the foot to be made up of syl

lables of which ninety percent are in the stressed position 

a n d are held longer than those in the unstressed positions; 

t hi s critic adds that as the verse is read the rhythm is 

f e lt and the feet fall into intervals of time. 7 Chaucer's 
i 

lon ger five-stressed decasyllabic line generally has four 

ri s ing stressed syllables (iambic) with an unstressed syl

lab le for a mid-line pause (caesura) and an unstressed 

syllable at the end of the line. 8 Thus Chaucer had to work 

out all his meters, especially the decasyllabic line that 

he brought from France, per~ected under Italian influence, 

and used in the rondeau, virelai, and ballade. 9 Constance B. 

Hieatt observes that Middle English verse whether read, 

rec ited, or sung, had some rhythmical accommodation which 

tended to dwell on the heavier syllables and to hurry over 

the light ones; and Middle English verse made use of the 

6 Three Medieval Centuries of Literature in England 
1100-1400 (New York: Phaeton Press, 1968), p. 208. ---

7 Bliss Perry, A study of Poetry (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1920), p. 175. Perry presents here the 
views of Ada Snell. 

8 M. w. Grose, Chaucer (New York: Arco Publishing Com
pany, 1969), pp. 92-93. 

9 Emile Legouis, Geoffrey Chaucer,trans. L. Lailavoix 
(London: J.M. Dent and Sons Ltd., 1913), PP· 45-46. 
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p ause from natural syntax, 10 pauses easily adaptable to the 

exigencies of musical time. 

As we look further at the rhythm of Chaucer's verse we ,; 

are carried closer to the music heard in the verse. Perry 

states: "Each stanzaic form has its convenience, its 'fatal 

fa c ility,' its natural fitness for singing a song or telling 

a s tory or turning a thought over and over into rnusic. 11 11 

He further states: 

As soon as the dominant beat--which is commonly, 
but not always, apparent in the opening mea
sures of the poem--once asserts itself, the 
poet's mastery of technique is revealed through 
his skill in satisfying the ear with a verbal 
music which is never absolutely identical in 
its time-intervals, its stresses or its pitch, 
with the fixed, wooden pattern of the rhythm 
he is using.12 

Disagreements exist as to the extent of the development 

of music at this period and the extent of Chaucer's knowl

edge. of the development. Many treatises on music existed. 

The system of notation with time values for notes and liga

t ures replaced the neumes which had derived from the accent 

signs in cursive writing with the acute sign giving rise to 

vocal inflection. Polyphonic music had been developed at 

lO "The Rhvthm of the Alliterative Long Line," ChaucE:_r 
and Middle English studies (Kent: The Kent State Uni- -
versity Press, 1974) ,. p. 120. 

11 A Study of Poetry, p. 201. 12 Perry, p. 177. 
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Notre Dame. "Sumer is icumin in," which was the earliest 

k n own work of secular harmony, had been written and notated. 

A free organum existed which departed from the unison and 

t hen returned to the unison rather than using the mathemati

c a l progression of fourths and fifths. Gustave Reese writes 

t ha t harmonic piinciples were developed not from the Gregor

ian chant but from the tonal structure indigenous to folk 

me lodies. 1 3 These folk melodies were usually set in the 

I onian mode which today is our major scale. 14 Thus harmony 

e x is t ed in major or minor modes as well as the unison of the 

Gregorian chant. 

; Music was also connected with rhetoric. John of Garland 

in De musica me nsurabili posotio was the first theorist to 

find musical analogues for certai; rhetorical devices.ls 

This thirteenth-century treatise would have been of interest 

to Chauc e r, who showed his familiarity with rhetoric by both 

using it and making references to it in his writings. Also 

Aris totle as rhetorician firmly believed in the ethical 

13 Music in the Middle Ages (New York: W.W. Norton and 
Company,-T940)-,-p~57. - · 

14 d "Music," Encyclopaedia Britannica, Charles N. Boy , _ _ 
1936 ed., p. 6. 

15 Nan Cooke carpenter, Music in the Medieval ~n~ 
Renaissance Universities (Norman: University of Oklahoma 
Pre s s , 1 9 5 8 ) ,. p • 5 7 . 
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p owers of music, and he, as well as Plato, had his students 

s tudy music with poetry. 16 Aristotle's teaching on ethos 

is applicable to the ethos represented by the Greek modes 

a nd instruments; it is particularily applicable to the 

Dorian mode for marching into battle to the stirring sounds 

of the trumpets and clarions. Chaucer employs this musical 

e~hos, or re-enactment of a scene to affect an audience, in 

The House of Fame when he relates: 

Tho saugh I in an other place 
Standen in a large space, 
Of hem that maken blody soun 
In trumpe, beme, and claryoun; 
For in fight and blod-shedynge 
Ys used gladly clarionynge. 
Ther herde I trumpen Messenus, 
Of whom that speketh Virgilius. 

(11. 1237-1244) 

In this passage he uses the ethos of the bloody sound of the 

trumpets and clarions to stir the men to battle. Thus 

through the concept of ethos we see many connections among 

music and poetry and rhetoric in Chaucer's work. In addi

tion, as has been observed in an earlier chapter, Chaucer 

employed pathos, of the element of stirring the emotions; 

through this concept also, music and poetry and rhetoric 

are related. Chaucer's rapport with his audience could be 

the result of his ethos or perhaps the pathos of the music 

of his lyrics. 

16 
Carpenter,. p. 4 . 
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As we turn to the first poem of .Chaucer' s later period, 

which has been dated any time from 1380 to 13 94, we find 

" To Rosemounde" to be a true ballade wi t h thre e eight-line 

s tanzas each ending in a refrain. Some terminology still 

exists from the religious influence with words such as 

~
1 wounde," "teres," and "penaunce," but f ew of these words 

are in evidence and only two are used as rhyme words. The 

ove rall tone of the poem is light in the French court ly love 

tra dition as the poet persona loves the beautiful lady from 

afar. The lightness of mood is further empha s ized by the 

iambic meter and the fact that each line ends in an unac

cented e. Also "To Rosemounde" has more rhyme d romance 

words than any of the other lyrics with 53.33 percent. 17 

Alice Miskimin feels that Chaucer playfully mocked the high 

style of his French models in a burlesque of both style and 

gesture.18 But most of the critics regard the poem as a 

mixture in the humorous and serious veins with the courtly 

love theme. still it would make a spritely melody as the <' 

last two lines . ( including the refrain) . of the second stanza 

read: 

17 Joseph Mersand, Chaucer's Romance Voca bulary 
(Brooklyn: The Comet Press, Inc., 1937), p~F. 

18 · Chaucer (New Haven: Yale University The Renaissance 
Press, 1975) , . p. 235. 
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In "Womanly Noblesse" Chaucer uses a nine-line stanza; 

stan zaic patterns--whether the seven~line rhyme royal, the 

e1ght-line Monk's Stanza,or some other pattern--he usually 

re served for serious or holy subjects. Unlike "To Rose

mounde," "Womanly Noblesse" is not the light farce on courtly 

love ; it is more of the respectful adoration as emphasized in 

the word "worrunanhede" (1. 28) of the envoy. At this stage in 

the development of Chaucer's philosophy, his ideas on gentil

esse combine with his respect for womanhood. He also evokes 

pity instead of the weak idea of "love" which is so abused 

in "To Rosemounde." Even with the iambic meter and unac

cented final e's in each line, the content slows the rhythm 

to ' a more sober tune as seen in the last two lines of stanza 

one: 

) ) 
You hath 

t) J ,I 
Never to 

J J. ) ) ) J ) J ) ) 
full chose in l trewe perseveraunce 

). l '" ) )' J J I ) ). J I 
chaung e, for no maner distresse. 

In "Chaucer's Wordes unto Adam, His own Scriveyn" much 

criticism centers upon the identity of Adam. But for me the 

primary point of the poem lies in the word "makyng" in 
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line five, which shows Chaucer not as a copier but as a com

poser. He reprimands his scribe for any carelessness, a sin 

o f negligence, with the curse of scale under his hair. 

James A. Work says that the poem is a vigorous anathema 

a gainst defacers of books and that Chaucer used the form of 

Sain t Jerome in De Viris Illustribus of the ecclesiastical 

crlrse but in a humorous and ironic manner~ 19 Paull Baum 

sees. in the poem Chaucer's concern for details. 20 Perhaps 

unwittingly F. N. Robinson added some irony as he juxtaposes 

th i s poem with "Womanly Noblesse," from which a line is sup

posedly missing. J. J. Jusserand concurs with Baum's idea 

and further states that Chaucer himself checked transcrip

tions and "corrected with minute care every fault." He adds 

tha t Chaucer's efforts were not in vain; partly because of 

his success in literature the di f3lects lost their importance 

and the East Midlands dialect became dorninant. 21 Russell A. 

Peck even carries the idea of the poem further as he states: 

Chaucer wittily bestows fit punishment on his 
clerk: Adam makes Geoffrey rub and scrape--let 
Adam have dandruff on his lazv head so that he 
will rub and scrape in return! Then the words 

19 "Echoes of the Anathema in Chaucer, 11 PMLA, 47 (1932), 

429-30. 

20 Chaucer's verse (Durham: Duke University Press, 

1961), p. 17. 

21 A Literary History of~ English People (London: 
T. Fisher Unwin Ltd., 1925), p. 339. 
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and images turn upon themselves and we begin 
to share in that larger vocabulary of the public 
dream. We recall that other Adam Scriveyn, who 
gave names to all the creatures and wrote the 
first chapter of the book in which we are all 
characters, whose careless act of negligence and 
rape left us all, through that inborn human 
propensity for error, to labor and scrape out 
our living correcting mistakes. Because of his 
old errors it becomes our job to renew the work 
"ofte a-daye." And that labor is what so much 
of medieval literature is about.22 

This idea strengthens the profound influence that the Church 

a nd religion had on Chaucer. Thus the song could sound as a '· 

recitative before another poem such as Boece or Troilus and . 

C~ iseyde in the following rhythm: 

) ) ,I J \ \ I I .. J J I J J 
"' , -

Adam I scriveyn,I if ever it thee bi falle 

'% ) J t J J J. I \ ) J J J J , 
Boece/ or Troylus for to wry! ten newe. 

In "The Former Age" most of the criticism centers on the 

source; some critics claim that the source was The Romance of 

the Rose. Aage ~rusendorff states that "in its present shape 

the piece is little more than a cento of echoes from the 

descriptions of the primeval state of human innocence in Ovid, 

Boe thius, and Jean de Meun. 11 23 Edwin Howard says, "the sub

ject, the perfection that reigned throughout the world at the 

22 "Public Dreams and Private Myths: Perspective in Mid
dle English Literature," ~' 90 (May 19 75) , 467 · 

23 The Chaucer Tradition (London: Oxford University 

Press, 1925), pp. -293-94. 
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d a wn of time when mankind was young and uncorrupted, has 

. ... a perennial appeal for poets and philosophers."24 

Again we see the strong influence of the Church and religion. 

Mersand points out that the stanzaic form of "The Former 

Age" is the same as that o'f "To Rosemounde"; the numbers of 

r omance words in the two poems are equal even though the two 

p dems are opposite in tone and content. 25 Walter w. Skeat 

s ta t .es that the meter is the same as that of "An A B C"; 26 -,,z. 

f or me, the meter is the most effective conveyer of spirit 

a nd meaning of the poem. Chaucer refers to "the fruites 

tha t they ete" (l. 3), the apples (1. 37), "no sinne" 

(1 .. 39), the "lambish peple, voyd of alle vyce" (1. 50); he 

al so speaks of the people's being without three of the 

deadly sins, pride, envy, and avarice (1. 53), and of their 

havi ng humility, peace, and good faith ( l .• 55) . Surely these 

allusions show the profundity of the poem, as they are cer

tainly Biblical or Church images. They point to one of 

Chaucer's favorite images: the garden, especially the Garden 

of Eden. Actually Chaucer juxtaposed these allusions to 

Paradise against the toils and labors that man had to assume 

24 Geoffrey Chaucer (New York: Twayne Publishers, Inc., 

1964), p. 86. 

25 Chaucer's Romance vocabulary, P· 120. 

26 The Complete works of Geoffrey Chaucer (Oxford: 

Clarendon Press, ~894), I, 79. 
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after he sinned and was deported from the perfect garden. 

Then he juxtaposed these seven stanzas against the final 

stanza, which alludes to Jupiter and the sins that make men 

cry. There was a strong religious influence along with the 

secular influences of Boethius, Jean de Meun, Ovid, and 

all t hat store of literature that Chaucer remembered as the 

sources of an original poem. 

·- The stanzas of the poem virtually sing themselves. The 

rhythm of the first four lines of each stanza differs from 

the rhythm of the second four lines. The last half of each 

stanza contains a steadier iambic pattern. The stanzas 

themselves are different as the second stanza has only two 

unstressed~ rhyme words whereas all the other stanzas con

tain predominantly unstressed rhyme words. Also the ana

phora, which is dominant in the third stanza and occurs in 

two other stanzas, reminds one of the litanies that were so 

commonly used in the Church. In the light of all these 

points, "The Former Age" is set in a rather religious tone 

with rhythm sus:=h as 

I I I 
, d 1 "' 

Unfor1ged 

the seventh stanza emits: 

,I ) I I \' f' \ I (.f 
/• "' , ,I "' , I 

was the \ hauberk and l the 'plate 

34 ) J ) 
j The lam jbish :e1p;e, vlyd I ;f 111-! I jc;. 

As we look at "Fortune" we again see the ballade form 

with an envoy in the dialogue form. Again most critics agree 
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upon Boethius and Jean de Meun as the sources. Brusendorff 

also points to Deschamps's two ballades which were written 

to illustrate the combat between fate and free will and 

which exhibit the same spirit of defiance against fate. 27 

He further states that one of Deschamps's ballades imme

diately follows "his complimentary ballade to Chaucer in the 

great authoritative MS. of his Collected Works at Paris. 11 28 

Howard advances the theory that the reference to the three 

princes could be to the "dukes of Lancaster, York, and 

Gloucester, who in 1390 controlled the King's giftgiving." 

These dukes forced Chaucer from his official positions and 

so caused him much financial hardship. 29 Margaret Galway 

concurs with Howard's idea but further states that the poem 

was written near the time of Chaucer's being robbed and ill

treated twice in the same day by the same men. 30 She further 

states that the thieves beguiled Chaucer into trusting them 

and so explains the sub-title, "Ballades de Visage sanz 

Peinture." The sub-title may be a joke at the expense of 

petitioners to disarm his prospective benefactors by 

27 The Chaucer Tradition, pp. 241-43. 

28 Brusendorff, p. 244. 

29 Geoffrey Chaucer, pp. 83-84. 

30 "Chaucer Among Thieves," Times Literary Supplement, 
20 April 1946, p. 187. 
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describ1ng himself as bare-faced and . asking for them to help 

pay back his master's money, or it could be a reference to 

Ch ' b. 1 f d . h h' b · 31 aucer s eing pa e- ace wit is ruises. 

Actually I see this poem beginning as one of Chaucer's 

serious works in which he further develops his philosophy. 

At this time he questions Fortune and her wheel or the free 

will which is God~given as being the foremost influence of 

man •·s destiny. The dominance of the liquid ! 's and r's, the 

nasal m's and n's, the rhyme words that end with stressed 

syllables, arid the many polysyllabic words gives the serious

ness to the first three stanzas which form the complaint of 

Fortune. In Fortune's response these sounds still occur, 

but they occur less frequently; more monosyllabic words 

occur, and more unstressed ~·s emerge in the rhyme words. 

The number of short words continues to grow, and these words 

contain many plosives. "Lenvoy de Fortune" itself employs 

only a few polysyllabic words, and these words generally con

tain the unstressed e. The tone of the poem evolves from 

seriousness in . the beginning to a frivolousness in the end; 

the hwnorous reversal of the expected in this prqgression 

further emphasizes the satire. 

These strong lines suggest that Chaucer's religious 

beliefs triumph over ·any possible belief in Dame Fortune: 

31 Galway, p. 187. 
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The hevene hath propretie of sikernesse, 
This world hath ever restless travayle: 
Thy laste day is ende of myn intresse: 
In generel, this reule may nat fayle. 

(11. 69-72) 

In these lines the strong continuants prevail, but the words 

are shortened and the unst'ressed e dominates. Therefore the 

impact of the words reaches the audience, and although the 

irony exists, the true feeling and meaning emerge emphati

cally and almost musically. The refrains which change with 

every three stanzas also strengthen Chaucer's philosophy 

beginning with the exclamatory "For fynally, Fortune, I thee 

defye!" and continuing with the statements "And eek thou has 

thy beste friend alyve" and "In general, this reule may nat 

fayle." surely this is Chaucer's philosophy which emerges 

through the combination of his religious influence and the 

Boethian philosophy and becomes the victor in Chaucer's 

battle. Yet his financial problems at this time do exist; 

so · he expresses in "Lenvoy de Fortune" a desire for a "beter 

estate," and again his tongue-in-cheek personality emerges 

as he has settled his question and turns this satisfaction 

to some use. In his handling of this material I see a fore-

runner of the Gilbert and Sullivan style: a quickened te.mpo 

with a crisp rhythm. Thus "Lenvoy" departs from the static 

and slow iambic meter established in the ballade: 
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Ballade: 

' , ) ) J ) J ) J J )f 
This wrelched worl\des trans}muta)cion 

34 ) 
J I I J ) J )' ) I ) , 

wo., I povrej 
, 

As wele or now and now honour. 
(11. 1-2) 

Lenvoy: 

J J J f\ J r )' f' ,- f' J 
I p;ey you,/ " , /" ~ Princes, I of your gen tilesse 

-% r I J' ) f' J I ) (' ~ p 
" , , I ~ ;, " , 
Lat nat this man on me/ thus crye/and pleyne. 

(11. 72-74)· 

Another ballade, "Truth," is a continuation of Chaucer's 

philosophy in the tradition~l ballade form with three seven

line stanzas, an envoy, and a refrain at the end of each 

stanza including the envoy. Most criticism centers on the 

envoy and on whether Chaucer is speaking to Philip la Vache 

or is punning on the word "vache" meaning "cow." Boethi.us 

is generally acc~pted as the source. Legouis speaks of the 

poem as having ·the distinguishing features of a moral bal

lad, gravity and compactness, which preserve vagueness of 

allusion and some relation to religious matter and form. 32 

Baum says that by temperament Chaucer was not a reformer but 

32 Geoffrey Chaucer, p. 68. 
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that he ~resents slight irony in the _refrain.33 D. w. 

Robertson points to the contrast between the dark grove of 

this world and the bright next world. 34 He further refers 

to Chaucer's untroubled faith in "Truth. 1135 Thus all these 

critics see the spark of the religious influence in Chaucer. 

Other critics trace various religious influences and 

imagery in "Truth_." David E. Lampe says that if the envoy 

is addressing Philip la Vache (a man), then the line "Forth, 

beste, out of thy stal ! " (1. 18) must refer to the same man, 

and that if the envoy is referring to a cow, the concept of 

animality does ·not accord with the moral earnestness of the 

poem.36 He further sees the references to Vache and the 

related metaphors as operating like a part of the homiletic 

pattern of the poem in terms of the medieval bestiaries. 

Beasts on the figurative level were important in Church 

decoration as symbols. Lampe further looks to Boece, in 

which he finds an analogy between man and beast: "Man. 

is devyne bee st be meryte of his resoun" (Bk. II, 11. 128-29). 

33 Chaucer: A Critical Appreciation (Durham: Duke Uni
versity Press, 1958), p. 14. 

34 A Preface to Chaucer (Princeton: Princeton UI'Liversity 
Press, 1962), p. 225. 

35 Robertson, p& 461. 

36 "The Truth of A 'Vache': The Homely Homily of 
Chaucer's 'Truth,'" Papers on Language and Literature, 9 
(Winter 1973), pp. 311-12. 
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He also -quotes Rabanus Maurus, who speaks of the ox or 

sacrificial animal, symbol of Saint Luke, as the victim of 

the Old Law. This symbol further recalls the Passion; this 

interpretation concludes that every Christian must be an ox 

or sacrificial victim by renouncing worldly pleasures for 

salvation. Lam~e also speaks of the tropological meaning 

of "Vache" in the bestiaries as the generic name of the ma.le 

or f.emale of the species who by instinct looks out of his 

stall for a clear sky so that he may go forth. 37 He con

cludes that: 

• the usage that Chaucer is making of his 
vache becomes clear. The "beste" of stanza 3 
is to "look up," the habit of the animals 
described and moralized in the bestiary. In 
terms of the imagery of the poem, the stall 
that the beast must leave is the world that 
the pilgrim must move through. The tropologi
cal significance of the ox (i.e., vache), the 
necessity of worldly renunciation, makes it 
app~opriate that Chaucer should link the pil
grim, who is counseled to remember the 
instability of the world, with a beast which 
should serve as a reminder of that act of 
sacrifice. Both of them must seek the "heye 
wey" which will eventually lead each to 
"hevenlich mede. 11 38 

I do think that David Lampe tends to interpret Chaucer alle

gorically, but I see that much of the non-allegorical imagery 

is more important in establishing Chaucer's religious 

37 Lampe, p. 313. 

38 Lampe, pp. 313-14. 
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influences and philosophical ideas . . without the high style 

of allegory, a staid, almost hymnodic or chant-style rhythm 

emerges in the first two lines of "Truth." Perhaps the 

refrain emerges as an antiphon. The poem flows smoothly in 

a slow rhythm: 

J \ ) ) r r " ) ; 

\ prees,\ 
, , ,, I 

Flee fro the and dwelle with 

) ) ) J 
}:f. sothjfas)tnesse 

) ) ) J' J. l / ). I l I ) ,. itl Suffyce unto thy good, though be smal. 

"Gentilesse: Moral Balade of Chaucer 0 follows in the 

vein of Chaucer's philosophy. Again we have the ballade form 

with a refrain but no envoy. Scholars point to Boethius and 

The Romance of the Rose as the sources. Brusendorff states 

that the theme is treated in the spitit of Dante in Convivio 

in which he says, "Divines gentilizza from God not riches."39 

The Dantesque quality is at once deeply religious and philo

sophical; these qualities form the basis of Chaucer's philo

sophy, a basis . from which it could proceed toward perfection. 

To me the poem reflects not only Dante's spirit but also 

Chaucer's religious philosophy as it uses the language of 

the Church in "fader," "mytre," "croune," and "diademe," the 

idea of the sin of sloth, and the dichotomies of virtue as 

39 The Chaucer Tradition, pp. 255-58. 
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opposed ·to vice, and business as opposed to sloth. The 

rhythm of "Gentilesse" would be somewhat faster than that 

of "Truth" but would remain staid as in the first lines of 

t he second stanza: 

r )' J f' )_ J ).. ,r /') , 
s:ok j 

, 
This .firste was ful of righ/twisnesse 

~) J J ) ,~)Ji!~) Jt j) J 
Trewe of his word, sobre, pitous,\and free. 

As the words are put together they sing from the tongue in 

_JiiL_ 

a rhythm that is melodious and lyrical in the original mean

ing of the term "lyrical," having to do with instrumental 

music. 

The "Lak of Stedfastnesse" is the fourth philosophical 

poem in strict ballade form with a refrain, envoy, and 

,Boethian source. Haldeen Braddy recognizes in the poem 

influences of. Deschamps's ballades, which discuss the evil 

conditions at court: pride, lack of truth, and lack of 

pity.40 Here Chaucer's language becomes bold with the domi

nance of the unvoiced continuant s sound which echoes the / 

hissing sound. Perhaps Chaucer has formed his philosophy 

sans doubts and therefore speaks his mind in a clear tongue 

close to Modern English. Thus he has minced no words, and 

40 "The Dates of Chaucer's 'Lak of Steadfastnesse," 
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, 36 (1937), 438. 
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he has efficiently stated his position. I see the rhythm as 

strong and close to that of a battle cry: 

))) ) J JJ) J 
Somtyme !the world/ ~as so stedfast \ 

~4 ) J . ) J ) J ,P ) J J 
That man \nes word \ was of bligacion. 

(11. 1-2) 

I 
~ 

) ) 
and stable 

This battle cry confirms that Chaucer has come to terms with 

his _philosophy and employs the ethos and pathos of the trum

peting rhythm vividly imitating the rhythm of battle. 

In "The Complaint of Venus" Chaucer moves from the 

philosophical back to the plaintive tone which he had em

ployed in "The Complaint unto Pity." The mood is lighter 

though, as the rhythm becomes lilting and happy instead of 

morally hymnodic as in "The Complaint unto Pity." The poem 

concerning Venus is made up of three ballades, an envoy, and 

a refrain after each ballade. This poem is much in the same 

form as "Fortune" except for the rhyme scheme. Some scholars 

have considered this poem as part of "The Complaint of Mars," 

but most recent critics consider the poem a translation of 

Oton de Graunson. 

"The Complaint of Venus" is an excellent piece of art 

in its use of rhetoric and its smoothness of lines. 

Chaucer's philosophy of truth, steadfastness, and gentilesse 

which he reached in the three previous poems is attributed 
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by Venus to her Love along with many other good traits such 

as wisdom, wit, honor, and especially "His gentil herte ..• 

of so gret humblesse" (1. 18). Only jealousy, wh~ch Venus 

vows to overcome, dims the picture of love. Thus Chaucer 

may have come to terms with the true idea of love as he has 

accumulated what he feels to be the greatest attributes to 

s4rround love. He retains the idea of courtly love, but in 

reverse, as the lady Venus is the one who loves from afar. 

All of these concepts form the core of Chaucer's philosophy. 

Paull Baum points out that perhaps Chaucer had found the 

truth of love as a paradox in the lines "Wepinge to laughe, 

and singe in compleynyng" (1. 28) . 41 This line also empha

sizes the idea of singing the complaint. 

I disagree with the critics who claim that "The Com- , 

plaint of Venus" is a part of or the answer to "The Complaint 

of Mars." The poems are quite distinct. F. J. Snell states 

that: 

••• p.S we pass from the "Complaint of Mars" to 
the "Complaint of Venus," there is a sensible 
change of tone. Morally, the latter is quite 
inoffensive. Instead of dealing with the ex
citements of animal passion, it dilates with 
delicacy on the pains and satisfactions of a 
love that may be pure and platonic. The lover 
is admirable, not for charms of person, but for 
charms of character.42 

41 Chaucer's Critical Appreciation, p. 176. 

42 The Age of Chaucer (Londor-: G. Bell and Sons Ltd., 
1920), p:-T6~ 
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Thus in the eighth stanza I see the lilting, happy rhytlun of -'l-

a love song: 

t ) r ) I ). I' J J ). J ~ , 
I w~en / 

;I 

And certis, Love, I me wel a}vise 

~) ) ) ) Jt 1 · ) ) f' ) r r J 
any \ estat that man\ " ~ , 

On may represente. 

"1fenvoy" presents a tone a.nd a mood noticeably different from 

the tone and the mood established in the ballades. The 

smoothness of the lines in the ballade stanzas makes way in 

"Lenvoy" for light, choppy, plosive monosyllabic words. The 

light and choppy rhythm would detract if the envoy were sung 

after the ballade. For this reason and the reason of content 

(the content which changes to Chaucer's own voice) I cannot 

conceive of Chaucer's providing music for this final passage. 

Chaucer's envoys to Scogan and Bukton appear to have 

attracted more attention than the other short poems of the 

later years. Kittredge says that "Lenvoy de Chaucer a 

Scogan" is the b·est of all the short poems and that it is the 

only autobiographical poem other than the complaint to his 

purse.43 He further sees the humorous use of astrology to 

the principles of chivalric love and three changes of mood 

concerning Chaucer the poet. 44 Alfred David also feels that 

43 Chaucer and His Poetry, p. 34. 

44 Kittredge, p. 34. 
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this poem is "one of the most delightful and intriguing of 

Chaucer's shorter poems" with the humor resulting as each 

stanza shifts to a new subject. These subjects range from 

the flood to Chaucer's own coniition. 45 David further states 

that the poem is a mocking' of the serious convention of the 

moral ballade.46 

The two questions posed most often by the critics con

cern the identity of Scogan and the identity of Tullius. The 

poet Scogan is generally accepted as the one addressed, but a 

question has arisen as to whether it is the younger or older 

Scogan. Also Tullius is generally considered to be Cicero, 

but Thomas M. Phipps argues that Tullius refers to Tullus 

Hostilius.47 This Tullus Hostilius was a man of goodness as 

the third king of Rome. Chaucer advises Bukton to read of 

Tullius Hostilius in "The Wife of Bath's Tale"; Henry Scogan 

makes a reference to Tullius Hostilius in his own "Moral 

Balade." 48 

Supposedly Chaucer wrote this poem when he was in Kent 

near Greenwich in the fall of 1393, when torrential rains 

45 The Strumpet Muse, p. 266. 

46 David, p. 266. 

47 "Chaucer's Tullius," Modern Language Notes, 58 (1943), 
108-109. The spelling "Tullius" is employed by Chaucer, whereas 
the spelling "Tullus" is employed by Phipps when he refers to 
Tullus Hostilius. 

48 h' 109 P J.pps, p.. . 
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were recorded. Some critics feel that he writes of this 

condition as he speaks of the weeping Venus who "with hir 

teeres she wol drenche us here" (1. 12). Tatlock feels that 

the poem is a lament of Chaucer in the wilderness as the 

poet presented the pessimism of a man feeling his age and 

his lost ability for composing. 49 But other critics see the 

i poet as detached from love and merely recording and begging 

off .from writing a poem for Scogan's lady. Lowes points to 

the sixth stanza, "But al shal passe that men prose or 

ryme; / Take every man his turn as for his tyme" (11. 41-42), 

where he sees a belief that lies deep in Chaucer's philo

sophy. He further adds that "All of Chaucer was apt to be 

present when he wrote, and the -~onceptions held in solution 

in his thinking were continually precipitated in his verse."50 

In recapitulating we see Chaucer's humor, but we also 

see his philosophy as he mixes the pagan and Christian images 

as · in the expression "blaspheme of the 9oddes" (1. 14) fol

lowed by reference to pride, a deadly sin, in the next line. 

His philosophy further emerges as this worldly love is juxta

posed against compassion of the older poet, who says, "God 

helpe me so" (1. 37). The older poet's compassion reflects 

49 !he Mind and Art of Chaucer, pp. 12, 85. 

50 Geoffrey Chaucer and the De v e lop me nt of His Ge ~i1-:.s 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1 934), pp. 9-10. 
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that goodness of the king Tullius Hostilus. Thus the first 

four stanzas refer primarily to pagan worldly love; the last 

four stanzas return to Chaucer's ideas on pity, gentilesse, 

and compassion. The images of water further emphasize the 

pagan-Christian dichotomie~ with Venus crying floods in 

stanza two; Scogan is admonished to kneel "at the stremes 

h~d / of grace, of alle honour and worthynesse" (11. 43-44). 

The .cleansing water or water of life image enhances Chaucer's 

religious feeling which in turn intensifies his philosophy. 

Here I would set the envoy to a humorous and satirical rapid /7 

rhythm: 

r ' "' , , 
r , J ) t 

knelest \ at 

) l ) 
alle honour 

J' J. ) ) t 
the stre\mes hed 

) ) ) ) j 
and I worthynesse. 

Scogan, that 

{,1 ).h I J' 
Of grace, of 

In "Lenvoy de Chaucer a Bukton" the same problems exist 

as we saw in "Lenvoy de Chaucer a Scogan." Critics argue 

about Chaucer's unhappy marriage as the underlying theme 

of the poem, and they argue about the identity of Bukton. 

Paull Baum points out that we see Chaucer and hear his voice 

as he rallied Bukton with the conventional, solemn question 

that was put to Jesus, "What is truth?" and inferred from 

the Lord's silence that no man is all true. 51 George Lyman 

51 Chaucer: Critical Approaches, pp. 8-10. 
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52 Kittredge draws parallels to works of Deschamps, and Skeat 

s ees echoes from Froissart. 53 Nevertheless, Chaucer's humor 

allows him to express his philosophy that no man is perfect 

i n an ironic preaching method using Christ, Satan, and "soth

fastnesse" as well as the medieval convention of marriage. 

In serious manner, then, the envoy to Bukton presents a 

I 

steady rhythm: 

) 
My 

J4J 
Was 

). J ) ) }' 
maister Buk,ton, when 

) ) J. ) J 
axed I what is )trouthe 

}' ) I ) ). 
of Crist our kyng 

) ) ) ))~ 
or soth\fastnesse. 

The rhythm of this poem is primarily decided by the many 

monosyllabic words. The lightness of the rhythm lies in the 

bright short vowels. All except four of the rhyme words end 

in the unstressed e which further emphasizes the lightness 

of the tone. Thus we have a happy but steady rhythm that 

flows rapidly but smoothly through the Anglo-Saxon dominated 

lines. 

"The Complaint of Chaucer to His Purse" certainly con-

veys the jovial rhythm of the satirical personification of 

the poet's finances, a rhythm emphasized by the refrain . . , 

Bernhard ten Brink concludes that Chaucer composed this poem 

52 "Chaucer's Envoy to Bukton," Mode~ Language Notes, 
24 (1909), 5. 

53 The Compl~te Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, p. 85. 
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and sent it to Richard II; subsequently Chaucer's lot 

improved. 54 After Henry IV became king, Chaucer added the 

envoy and sent the poem to him; his lot improved again. 55 

Again commentators speak of Chaucer's constant financial 

problems, whereas other critics deny this condition. Mary 

Giffin feels that the poem is suited by the figures and 

images to be an address to a king whom Chaucer had known very 

intimately for a lifetime.56 She further points to the charm 

and humor in the poem as Chaucer casts a conventional request 

for money in the form of a lover's complaint; this form 

echoes with familiar rhymes of a song as it fulfills the 

demand of one genre but belongs to another. 57 Ralph Elliot 

concurs that by genre the complaint is a poem of personal 

grief, religious sorrow, or amorous disappointment but that 

it becomes a little song with the envoy making it a suppli

cation.58 we see the words of religious influence such as 

54 History of English Literature, trans. W. C. Robinson 
(New York: HenryHolt and Co., 1839), II, 198-99. 

55 ten Brink, p. 205. 

56 Chaucer and His Audience (Hull, Quebec, Canada: Les 
Editions L'Eclair=-;-1956), p. 110. 

57 Giffin, pp. 89-90. 

58 Chaucer's English (London: Andre Deutsch Ltd., 1974), 
p. 129. 
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"Quene of comfort" (1. 13), but these words denote a happy 

state. The religious influence is also found in the irony 

in the verse "For I am shave as nye as any frere" (1. 19) 

which becomes more satiric when juxtaposed against "But yet 

I pray unto your curtesye" (1. 20). Legouis points to the 

f~ct that Chaucer's familiarity and playfulness are also 
i 

tendencies of Deschamps. 59 Thus we see in "The Complaint of 

Chaucer to His Purse" his humor, his use of the refrain, and 

his use of religious influence. We also see that he must : 

make music as he says in line twenty-four "Been verray king, 

this song to you I sende." Perhaps he sang the song in a ,/ 

light satirical quickened tempo which has the staccato sound 

of the many monosyllabic words: 

) ) \' ) ). ) , I I , 
To you, j my purse, and to 

/4 ) J ) ) ) ) ) ) ) 
Complayne I, l for ye be my I lady 

I' , 
noon 

) J ) 7 
other wight 

I I , , 
dere! 

The idea for the tempo and melody is again akin to Gilbert 

and Sullivan such as "My object all sublime, I shall achieve 

in time to let the punishment fit the crime." Since these 

first two lines of both songs have the same rhythm the 

crispness of the diction is utmost as the words must be 

understood. 

59 Geoffrey Chaucer, p. 69. 
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We 'have seen Chaucer's growth through his definite phil

osophical views, his humor, his diversity, and his original

ity. His rhythms vary as his content varies; his content 

varies as his philosophy strengthens; his philosophy streng

thens as his maturity emerges; and his maturity emerges with 

his age. This progression becomes evident as we trace-

chronologically insofar as is possible--the development of 

Chaucer's lyrics. The lyrics fall into easy rhythms which 

show how easily they could have been sung. Surely we can 

take Chaucer at his word when he says in "The Complaint of 

Chaucer to His Purse" that "this song to you I send." Per

haps he sends his lyrics to all of us as songs to be sung. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY 

Lyrics originated as songs; more particularly, many of 

t hem originated as dance songs. The religious and secular 

l yrics did not exist separately; the French love poems 

b ecame English love poems to the Blessed Mother as well as 

English courtly love poems. Thus "a lyric is a poem set to 

music; · and so the history and criticism of the English 

medieval lyric should be bound up with the study of medieval 

music." 1 surely Chaucer's lyrics are bound to music since 

t hey easily fall into their own rhythm and are easily sung. 

I n addition, his use of the refrain reflects its origin in 

music, especially the carole, as the audience or dancers 

participated by singing the refrain. The litanies of the 

Church could have influenced the refrain, as these prayers 

a lso include audience responses of one-line verses akin to 

refrains. Many of the written refrain songs in the vernacu

lar contained Latin refrains and were set to elaborate poly

phonic music; these songs were composed for use in religious 

1 M. J. c. Hogart, "Medieval Lyrics and the Ballades," 
in The Pelican Guide to English Literature: The Ag~ of 
Chau"cer, ed. Boris 'Ford ( 19 54; 5th rpt. Harmondsworth, 
Middlesex , England: Hazel ,Watson and Viney Ltd., 1972), P~ 57. 
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services especially in the monastic houses.2 Again we see 

that Chaucer was constantly surrounded by music. Marchette 

Chute,who may generalize a bit too much,nevertheless 

concludes: 

Whatever his formal education in music may 
have been, Chaucer knew music and loved it, as 
did everyone in England from the King's son to 
the most slovenly apprentice. It formed the 
essential part of daily living and played a 
large part in the life of the average man until 
the end of the Renaissance. If Chaucer did not 
learn to play at least one musical instrument 
he was very unlike most of his contemporaries.3 

Even in his borrowings and adaptations Chaucer's musi~ 

c ality emerges. Chaucer's individuality and originality have 

been ascertained by the maj~rity of the scholars and critics. 

J ohn Spiers states that we acknowledge that Chaucer's borrow

i ngs have the advantage of being conscious and deliberate and 

t hat "we need be concerned only with what he has done" with 

t hese borrowings.4 Percy Van Dyke Shelly adds that Chaucer 

was also a creative artist with the gift of invention and 

that "almost without exception he improved upon his originals 

2 Albert B. Friedman, "A Carol in Tradition," in 
Chaucer and Medieval English Studies, ed. Beryl Rowland 
(Kent: Kent state University Press, 1974), p. 298. 

3 Geoffrey Chaucer of England (New York: E. P. Dutton 
and Company, Inc., 1946), p. 37. 

4 Chaucer the Make~ (London: Faber and Faber, 1940), 

p. 2 8. 
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and produced a work that was truly his own."5 We have seen 

this improvement as he translated the poem of Deguilleville 

and formed "An ABC" by lengthening the line, adding the 

pathos, and increasing the number of rhymes. Because the 

lyric is the most difficul·t to translate, "the quintessence 

of any fine lyric is incorrununicable in another language. 

i Al l that we can hope to do, therefore, is hear faint echoes 

of the original music in the poems. 116 E. de Selincourt says 

that a translation is never identical in meaning to the 

original and that "its effect depends largely on cadence and 

on those delicate nuances of feeling which the subtleties of 

ve rbal music alone can convey." He further states that never 

is Chaucer more daringly himself than when borrowing from 

o thers; he gives to their words a depth of feeling or of 

irony of which they were wholly innocent. 7 E. de Selincourt 

adds that Chaucer, in order to perfect his artistic medium, 

t urned to the French poetry but found it lacking in matter; 

still Chaucer schooled himself under Machaut, the foremost 

musician of the French court. He could have used the French 

5 The Living Chaucer (Philadelphia: University of Penn
sylvania Press, 1940), p. 103. 

6 Bernard D. Grebanier et al., eds., rev. ed. (New York: 
Henry Holt and Co., Inc., 1949), I, 1090. 

7 oxford Lectures on Poetry (Freeport, New York: Books 
for Libraries Press-;-inC:-, 1967), P· 26. 
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meters, but he chose the more difficult task of literal 

translation from which he learned his own technique and "not 

only gave to English a new music, but at the same time 

a cquired a mastery over his own language."8 

In the lyrics we have seen the voice of Chaucer, both 

i n tone and idea, as he develops his philosophy, strengthens 

h{ s religious beliefs, and accepts the fallibility of man. 

He does not preach or declaim but does portray people and 

l ife as he would have us see them. Often he conveys his 

message satirically; his satire "is the triumph of the crea

t ive imagination and of constructive art." 9 Spiers sees 

Chaucer's poetry as the mature poetry of human comedy which 

h as the weight and gravity of the whole medieval civilization 

b ehind it. He further sees Chaucer's rationality rooted more 

i n the agricultural community in harmony with the rhytluns of 

n ature as his gaiety and jollity suggest spring festivals of 

both village and courtly folk. 1° Chaucer combined the seri

ousness of the .Anglo-Saxons with the mirth of the Normans, 

but he retained the basic moral and religious ideas of both 

8 de Selincourt, p. 25. 

9 John Matthews Manly,~~ Light on Chaucer (New 
York: Peter Smith, 1951), pp. 294-95. 

10 Chaucer the Maker (London: Faber and Faber, 1940), 

pp. 22-23. 
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cultures. We see the religious pathos in "An ABC" and "A 

Complaint unto Pity." We see the seriousness as his philo

sophy shows maturation in "The Former Age," "Fortune," 

" Truth," "Gentilesse," and "Lak of Stedfastnesse." We see 

t h e mirth in "A Complaint to His Lady" and "The Complaint of 

Ch aucer to His Purse." And we see him combine the elements 
I 

i n the other lyrics such as the envoys to Scogan and Bukton 

as well as the Complaints of Mars and Venus and the lines to 

Adam Scriveyn. Thus Chaucer describes the people of his day, 

t h e people of the new England who knew how to laugh and smile; 

he also describes the people of the England of legends, sweet 

s o ngs, and mericful Madonnas.11 Paull Baum states that 

"Chaucer's art is pre-eminent in giving pleasure. 11 12 

Wagenknecht adds that "It has always been recognized that 

Chaucer was capable of playing a roguish game of hide-and

seek with his readers and often carrying it to the very verge 

of ·· coyness, and :that his conunents, though abundant, are fre

quently noncommittal or patently ironical.1113 David Zucker 

explains that comic poetry is not necessarily unserious; 

11 J. J. Jusserand, A Literary History of the English 
People (London: T. Fisher-Unwin Ltd., 1925), pp. 267-68. 

12 Chaucer: A critical Appreciation (Durham: Duke Uni
versity Press, 1958), p. xi. 

13 The Personality of Chaucer (Norman: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1968), pp:- 3-4. 
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a c tually comic poetry is always serious if it is well made.14 

Homer Sprague observes: 

The chief characteristics of his [Chaucer's] 
writings are common s-ense, a keen observation, 
a sportive and even comic fancy, a genial and 
overflowing humo,r, deep tenderness, and an 
exquisite sensibility to the beauties of nature; 
in a word, all the wisdom, shrewdness, naivete, 
mirthfulness, pathos, and delicacy, that could 
well be combined in a polished old gentleman.15 

It is widely recognized that Chaucer borrowed from many * 

sou rces, but it is also agreed that his own genius lent 

or i ginality to source materials. Lowell sees that he draws 

from four principal sources, the Romans, the troubadours, 

the trouveres, and the Italians, with the latter two claiming 

in f luence on the direction df his thought or formation of his 

style.16 ' The troubadours and trouveres were primarily rnusi-

cians. Italy was a country of song, a charm "not lost on 

Geoffrey Chaucer, whose poetry makes repeated reference to 

music of every kind."1 7 From the trouveres emerged the court 

poet Machaut who· "could hardly help being not simply a poet 

but a song writer, since in Machaut's theory music was more 

14 "The Detached and Judging Narrator in Chaucer's 
'House of Fame,• 11 THOTH, 8, No. 1 (Winter 196 7) , 5. 

15 Masterpieces in English Literature (New York: J. W. 
Schermerhorn and Company, 1874), P· 17. 

l6 My study Windows, pp. 235-36. 

17 John Gardner,~ Life and Times of Chaucer (New York: 

Random House, 1977), p. 193. 
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b a sic than language. 1118 We know of Machaut's great influence 

on Chaucer, especially his metrical and stanzaic forms like 

t h e ballade and rondel. 

It is from the pen of Chaucer himself that we learn 

a bout the Chaucer canon and its inclusion of music. He tells 

1 .s of the songs he has written which have not been found as 

o f this time. In "The Prologue" of The Legend of Good Women 

he speaks of writing "many an ympne for your halydayes / That 

hig hten balades, roundels, vyrelayes" (11. 410-411). Ralph 

El l iot tells us that "ympne" literally means "hymn" and "is 

t h u s some form of lyric poem or song of which the three kinds : 

me n tioned were all familiar in the fourteenth century."19 In 

"The Prioress's Tale" the "litel clergeon" heard the children 

s inging "Alma Redemptoris Mater 11 in the school as they 

n 1 d h. . h ·n20 e arne ire antip oner. In his description of the 

parish clerk Absolon in 11 The Miller's Tale" Chaucer empha

si zed the polymusical side of the Oxford alumnus as he could 

"trippe and daunce," could play "songes on a smal rubible," 

s a ng sometimes a loud "quynyble," and played on a "giterne." 

18 Gardner, p. 92. 

19 Chaucer's English (London: Andre Deutsch Ltd., 1974), 

p. 12 7. 

20 Music in the Medieval and Renaissance Universities 
(Norman: University of Ok lahoma Press, 19 5 8), p. 19 . 
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Nan Carpenter also cites actual Oxford records that tell us 

that students owned musical instruments. For example, an 

11 i nventory of the possessions of Master Thomas Cooper, 

Br asenose, 1438, contained: 'Item, . ~ antiqua cithara; 

I t em, . una 'lute' fracta. '" 21 Wagenknecht points to Chaucer's 

g r eat interest in music which he began with the music of 

nature and continued with the music of man. In Troilus and 

~ r iseyde he classified the instruments as to wind, touch, 

a n d chord; he also referred to harpers. Wagenknecht further 

p o ints out that Chaucer was "familiar with the use of music 

f .or exciting emotion, especially in warfare" as seen in The 

Ho use of Fame when the bloody sound in "trumpe, heme, and 

c l aryoun • in fight and bloodshedynge / Ys used gladly 

clarionynge" (11. 1239-1242). The Miller plays the bagpipes; 

Nicholas sings "the Kynges Noote" and "Angelus ad 

vi rginem. 11 22 · Chaucer indeed employed music both to convey 

matter and to support that matter through the ethos and 

pathos which the music contributed. 

Clair c. Olson reiterates the position previously 

stated by Edward Wagenknecht that Chaucer appeared to pre~ 

fer vocal to instrumental music since instruments of the 

21 Carpenter, pp. 81-82. 

22 The Personality of Chaucer, P· 35. 
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fourteenth century could not produce as beautiful effects 

as human voices. 23 Olson also states that Chaucer wrote 

more of amateur performances than of professional perform-

ances.24 I see these preferences as natural since Chaucer 

portrayed the individual and the human nature of the indi

vidual. Through the music ascribed to the individual, 

i 
Chaucer could portray the person with a fully developed per-

sonality and character. "The Squire among the pilgrims could 

dance and sing, play the flute and compose both the words and 

25 music of his songs." It bears repetition that Chaucer read --i, 

his poetry at court and that perhaps he composed both the 

words and music of his song~ and sang them. 

Other musical attentions emerge such as Chaucer's songs t 

in his long poems and his allusions to historical moments in 

music. In The Book of the Duchess he refers to the discovery 

of music by Tubal when he heard "the sound of his brother's 

hammers ringing ~n the anvil." Also "Chaucer twice mentions ' 

the theory of the music of the spheres, calling it the source 

• 11 26 
of all earthly music. 

23 "Chaucer and the Music of the Fourteenth Century,-" 
Speculum, 16 (1941), 91. 

24 Olson, p. 75. 

25 Olson, p. 76. 

26 Olson, p. 85. 
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Chaucer uses many musical terms and words to heighten 

h i s language. Olson claims that "Chaucer's writings contain 

more figures of speech and other literary devices based on 

singing than on any other form of music. • Singing is 

compared with something else to indicate its qualities. 1127 

The poet even uses the words "melody" and "harmony" to indi

cate beautiful sounds such as "Smale fowles maken melodye 11 

(1. -9) - in "The Prologue" to The Canterbury Tales. Some 

musical figures of speech are based on stringed instruments 

such as "Then on instruments ben cords" (1. 697) of The House 

of Fame; this hyperbole is emphasizing the large number of 

chords that can be played on_ some stringed instruments. 28 

Music further influenced Chaucer in the forms he used · 

in creating his lyrics. These forms he learned from Machaut 

and used in his extarit ballades, rondels, and perhaps those 

songs now lost. He even embedded a rondel in The Parliament 

of ·Fowls and a ballade in The Legend of Good Women. 29 Thus 

Chaucer used musical forms to compose his lyrics: then he 

used musical sounds and rhyming words along with aptly applied 

rhetoric to form music. He applied the music of all walks of 

life to his characters who came from all walks of life. 

27 Olson, p. 86. 

28 Olson, pp. 88-89. 

29 Olson, p . . 84. 
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Lowell notes that as Chaucer was "one of the world's three 

or four great story-tellers, he was also one of the best 

versifiers that ever made English trip and sing with a gaiety 

that seems careless, but where every foot beats time to the 

time of the thought! 1130 

In the lyrics themselves Chaucer employs musical terms. 

In "An A B C" he refers to melody and "glee" (1. 100), which 

meant music, entertainment, or instrument. In "A Complaint 

to His Lady" it does not matter whether he weeps or sings 

(1. 48) or if he should dance (1. 51). In "The Complaint of 

Mars" he heard the fowl sing (1. 13), and he heard the birds 

sing (1. 23); he will say a~d sing the best he can (1. 152). 

Finally, in "The Complaint of Chaucer to His Purse" he sends 

his song to the king (1. 24). These direct statements 

actually say that Chaucer is singing. His verse sings with 

the rhythm of the lines and the sounds of the words. He 

could surely have sung the lyrics at court. 

30 Percy Ames, ed., Chaucer Memorial Lectures 1900 
(Folcroft, Pennsylvania: Folcroft Library Editions,--"T974), 

p. 170. 

l· 
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AN ABC 

Al-migh-ty and al mer-ci-a-ble queen-e 

r L ( lr f ~ r I J j ) ) ·---~-4=--~-i-~- ---r----,---t---j---f---+--+--------

l 

To whom that al this world fle-eth for so-cour, 

\ 
) ii; l I ) } J I ) J J / J ~ 

7 / ., ,. , , 

- -- -------r----r---t---r--~-----:---t------t------------' 

To have re-lees of sinne, of sor-we, and tee-ne, 

~ f / @ J J J j l l 1 ) 
I , r , , l 

Glo-ri-ous vir-gine, of al-le flou-res flour, 

,, 
r: ) J I ) J ) I( I 

<2 ,t 

l , , t l { 

= To thee I flee, con-foun-ded in er-rour. 

j J J )j J l } J I J ) , , , , , ,, ,. , 

Help and re-lee-ve, thou de-bon-ay-re, 

= J }j . J I J ~J I I J r r , .r r ,r , J 3 .I. 

Hav-e mer-cy on my per-i-lous lan-gour! 

= j j 

Ven-quis-shed me hath my cru-el ad-ver-sai-re. 
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THE COMPLAINT UNTO PITY 

Pi-te, that I hav-e sought so yore a-goo, 
- - .. -,- --------.,.-----.,----------------

1 _r 
~ . 

With her~te so-ore, and ful of be-sy pey-ne, 
- - ··-- ----------.-------,----:---------____;.---

) l ;~ 1 a J I J j J J t4 t9 
/ 

That in this world was nev-er wight so woo 

CJ j j I jJ J J I I J J jj 
With-ou-te deth,--and yf I shal not fey-ne, 

= 
My pur-pos was to Pi-te to com-pley-ne 

= 
J J J I ;1 J J J I J J J 3 
Up-on the cru-el-tee and tir-an-ny-e 

J J J I J J • 
J J } ) 

Of Lo-ve, that for my trou-the doth me dy-e. 
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COMPLAINT TO HIS LADY 

J ~ J ] -f ! f Jf' r C f~r-1.-+---···-·- --- ·. 1 
1::----: J;'-r----it:~· r::~':"~1------,,L-~+--I ~,.~,,o!L-j~t-----..,:_, ± jt. =! - _I 

, ,. -~·-~' 
The lon g-e nigh-tes whan ev-er-y ere-a-tu: r-e 

Shul .d-e have hir rest in som-what as by- ·kin-de 

- - ··- --;----------,-------------y---------- -· 

= --=======:=1 ~o=:=:;;l=:=:l.-:=-f' ~a=:==r~\ )~f' =.:=;J =:=\ ,~J. =::J==II\ ======g 
~ , 

Or el-les ne may hir lif nat longe--en-du r-e 

J F F \ r c l::;io'---c -'--t___,_J ·-t---:1 J~· ,,_f1~ __ ; --.J 
How I so fer hav-e brought my-self be-hyn-de 

= J J J l J. 
That, sauf the deeth ther may no th-yng me- lis-se 

So de :ses-pai-red I am from al-le blis-se. 
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COMPLAINT OF MARS 

,, . .- ~ -,,... ,. / 

Glad-eth, ye foul-es of the mor-o-we gray! 

j 
Lo! Ven-us, ri-sen a-mong yon row-es re-de 

---- ----4--:1 '---1)~) --1Jf-----f---t-l r-t1--P1~......_,,._.1 -1 -+-I ---.-1 ----,----8 
) + -&- ~ . J. 

And flou-res fressh, l:lon-our-eth · ye this day; 

J ) J J: J_ j 
I m = 

> 

For when the sun-ne up-rist, then wol ye spre-de 

But ye lov-ers that lye in en-y dre-de, 

-; --J.__. ~J.'fb-+--J -+-) -Jt--. :-r---tL j-r-J -i---l ~\ j----.--J --,--;I J---J· 
Fle-eth, lest wik-ked ton-ges you es-py~e! 

; J. 
Lo! yond the sun-ne, the can-del of jel-o-sy-e 



· 14a 

ROSEMOUNDE 

j ) J I 
t\ 

J' ll 1 ,d J / 
, 

]' j • , , i 
Ma-dame, ye ben of al beau-te shry-ne 

- ·-·==------:--~=-----=---,-;~~~-.------------

J JJ1 J' r!J:=J I 11 1 
As fer as cer-cled is the map-e-moun-de, 

- -----1J-J--t----t-t-J l-p-,.f~l if"r-+-• ) -+-J -;y;-l+-lJ-)_3 ___ ____jl 
For as the eris-ta! glor-i-ous ye shy-ne, 

J' al 1 1 11 !J't I t =r J r 
y .v ,/ , 

And ly-ke ru-by ben your che-kes roun-de. 

J .. 

There-with ye ben so mer-y and so jo-coun-de 

1 
It is an oy-ne-ment un-to my woun-de, 

J I J' J l J1 Ir 1 I !' rr F F r , r P' 

q 
Thogh ye to me ne do no dal-i-aun-ce• 

----------------~----------------



j 1 ) 
• .. 

So hath rnyn 

1 , J I • 
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WOMANLY NOBLESSE 

0 , I r r:3 > 

:J I J -
her-te caught in re-rnern-braunce 

I J j 1 1 I ~ J I l J ,. 
ir , • ;, 

· fllll 

Your beau-te ho-ole and stide-fast gov-ern-aunce, 

- - -·- - -------;-r-~-;---r-:----:--i--,-----------

J.j J J J I J J 3 I J j ,. • .. 
Your vertues al-le and your hie no-bles-se, 

- ~~----- ---t-J ---,9--J __,_J +-/ -z:!l-j -J1--J-t--t-l -+-J -+-) --+;J--+-J ___ ____J 

That you to serve is set al my ple-saunce. 

J j :l I F' L j 11 1==-l 0 J f • ,,. ,. , 
,. > » , 

So wel me lik-eth your wo-man-ly con-te-naunce, 

£J J I r =J. ,v , J JI J E 
.. 

Your fres-she fe-tures and your corn-ly-nes-se, 

J Fil J 1 J 1 V , ,. 

7 / 
, 

That whiles I live, rnyn her-te to his rnay-stres-se 

(\ ;j. J· l J l B J j J I ~-J 
/ ,. ,, 

" 
, 

You hath ful chose in trew-e per-se-ver-aunce 

1 
if l 

Nev-er to chaun-ge, for no ma-ner dis-tres-se 
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CHAUCERS WORDES UNTO ADAM 

Ad - am scriv-eyn, if ev-er it thee bi-fal-le 

-------------.,-------,r-----;-.------------

J J!J j J]J J Jjj ) J 
Bo-ece or Troy-lus for to wry-ten new-e, 

_ _______ --FJ =+=3 ==+-J -t-;t.-l-L+-1 +-j -P-j' --PJ-t-/ .-+-L+--) -Wj 1~)==zJ=====l 
Un-der thy long lok-kes thou most ha-ave the seal-le, 

J ) ) b 
But af-ter my mak-yng thou wry-te mor-e trew-e; 

I 
J J I t ~ J ) , ... 

;;, 

So ofte a-daye I mot thy werk re-new-e, 

1 
> 

r ;r , 

It to cor-~ecte and eek to rubbe and scra-pe; 

j ) J l J 1 I \ J J I l I ) ,. 7 , ,. ., 7 

And al is thorugh thy neg-li-gence and ra-pe. 
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THE FORMER AGE 

i J l J J IJ I J JI l r ~ 1 
~ r + 
A blis-ful lyf, a pais-i-ble and a swe-te, 

==-----;:---:t----.;H--,:---,~-,;t--t---!.._-~f---++-H--------1 J J J I J j J IJ J ~ I 1 J .. .. • .. .. • 27 

Led-den the pe-ples in the form-er ag-e. 

- --··- -----.---t---,-+--t---t---t-P---P--,f-----l'-+--+---+-----t-~~-__J 

J I j . ·-3 ] ~ l'\' J ~ 11 j J r ) ) • " 
...,,... ~ 

They helde hem payed of the frui-tes that they et-e, 

- - --··- ---------.--------.----.-----------' 
- ·-·- -1-1---=--i +--Tl J-:-,---J -,---J -,--1,.--J -;--) -t-J 1-1-J---i/ 

~ r r 7 ~ -

Which that the fel-des yave hem by u-sag-e; 

J 
> f J 111 -]' F F J, r I 1 

They ne wer-e nat for-pam-pred with out-ra-ge. 

j ( J I J J' I' 1 I; f I 1 
, ,... > , ... , 

" 
, , 

Un-know-en was the quern and eek the mel-le; 

+ They et-en mast, haw-es, and swich pou-na~ge, 

-,1#-
And dron-ken ;,a-ter of the col-de wel-le. 
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FORTUNE 

This wrecch-ed worl-des trans-mu-ta-ci-on, 

As wele or wo, now povre and now hon-our, 

- - -·~ ---:------::--r-.---,---~--:--r-----------

=====-- ~--~.,:=-=-_ --=--=--7~~-'-=-_7..L.-;_*~~)~ ... _._,l~c:J~'~=-t-t1....,__...!.....-I 1-J_~_>~'-_z)_.L1=.l ~,~J =~,-,tL--r-j\-----,-L-.-,+-J =---=-=--~=--~=-__J=JI 

With-ou-ten or-dre or wys dis-cre-ci-oun 

JP fJ h I ~ F / • t.f' 11. 1 
r ;;, J 

Go-vern-ed is by For-tun-es er-rour. 

;I j .JjJ 
But na-the-les, the lak of hir fa-vour 

) I; J J 
Ne may nat don me sing-en, though I dy-e. 

J , ' } , J , J , 

" t d n temps at mon la-bour ,·" Jay tou per- u mo 

J -1 -r rl J JJ 
Forfy~nal-ly, For-tune, I thee de-fy-e! 
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TRUTH 

Flee fro the prees, and dwelle with soth-fast-nes-se, 

Suf-fyce un-to thy good, though it be smal; 

- =-· _ __,_J--,:~J !-;ii'-. ~ _J~I ~tJ__._I 71'--j ~J----il ,i----::.J!---L-.l,,_1 ~J _ __J .,,,--
For hord hath hate, and climb-ing ti-kil-nes-se, 

Prees hath en-vye, and. we-le blent ov-er-al; 

; J 
Sav-our no mor-e than three bi-hov-e shal; 

; 
Reu-le wel thy-self, that o-ther folk canst re-de; 

J =J 
r • 

I =1 , 

And trouthe thee shal de-li-vere, it is no dre-de. 
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LAK OF STEDFASTNESSE 

Som-tyme the world was so sted-fast and sta-ble 

) 
That man~nes word was ob-li-ga-ci-oun; 

1 J JIJ 9 J/}JJU:J 1 
7 , 

And now it is so fals and de-cei-va-ble 

That word and deed, as in con-clu-si-oun, 

) J:) J:r~J 
Ben noth-ing lyk, for turn-ed up-so-doun 

; j Jj j Q) j) J 1.rJ ) 
, .. 
Is al this world for mede and wil-ful-nes-se, 

J IJ J I ;J 1 J I I J , " Jl ,. 

That al is lost for lak of sted-fast-nes-se. 

·-------------------------------
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GENTILES SE 

fl ____ J _f__c_J?j~J-..L.... J _n_· _F__c_I]--;J---~_J_? --~ 
The fir-ste stok, fa-der of gen-ti-les-se 

, nrJ31Jt -Go 
F , 

What man that clay-meth gen-til for to be 

J > t:r=i • , 1~ , J , J r-
J , JJ ] , £ , 

Must fol-owe his trace, and alle his wit-tes dres-se 

f J ,P J. I } J. J )/-1 ~ t , 

Ver-tu to sewe, and vy-ces for to flee. 

; r ,. t er ) =J , L =G , 
For un-to ver-tu lon-geth dig-ni-tee, 

J C 
And noght the re-vers, sau-fly dar I de-me, 

J J 
Al were he my-tre, croune, or di-a-dem-e. 
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THE COMPLAINT OF VENUS 

7 / / ~ - /• 
Ther nys so high com-fort to my plea-saun-ce, 

j 
When that I am in an-y he-vy-nes-se, 

I I 11 ) JI 3 =1 j I J J I 
7 / / ,- / 
As for to have ley-ser of re-mem-braun-ce 

-= ----+-j -a:l--J ~I J ----1~----J-+-t-l -+--1 -+-j -t-J -t--1 +--r -+--1 J-+----4d 71" _,,. ,,, , 

Up-on the man-hod and the wor-thy-nes-se, 

J ; 11 r JjJl J JIJ J 
, · Up-on the trouthe and on the stid-fast-nes-se 

J ) i Ir )IJ J=rl J J J 
r , 

Of him whos I am al, while I may dur-e. 

; { J JI r J/ J -t 11 J 1 1 t ,. j 2 

Ther ogh-te blam-e me no cre-a-tur-e, 

7 y ,. • 

For eve-ry wight prei-seth his gen-ti-les-se. 
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LENVOY DE CHAUCER A BUKTON 

j , J • 
My ma-i-ster Buk-ton, whan of Crist our kyng 

J E 1 l ) j j J J 0 ,, r , 
7 

, , 
Was ax-ed what is trouthe or soth-fast-nes-se, 

j 
;, SJ Tl :[) IJ ) 1 , :J 
He nat a word an-swerde to that ax-ing, 

J 1 1 J I 1 J RJ I ) ) .n , , , , , 7 

As who sa-ith, "No man is al trewe, " I ges-se. 

r j_ j ti J J ~ Jj3 J j t , > , , , , , 
And ther-fore, though I high-te to ex-pres-se 

r J.) 
, . 

The sor-we and wo that is in mar-i-a-ge, 
~ 

ftfJ r 7 , 
1./ I =J J ) I ) / 

f )£ 

I dar not wri-ten of it no wik-ked-nes-se, 

j I I ). ~ ,. 
, 7 r , 1J I f 

Lest I my-self falle eft in swich do-tag-e. 
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LENVOY DE CHAUCER A SCOGAN 

J , 
a) JI J J I 8 , ,, 

To-bro-ken been the sta-tutz hye in he-ven-e 

That ere-at were e-ter-nal-ly to dur-e, 

I' J T' l f\ r I { (?· j J' 1' r , > , ,. , ,, 
L • ii .. .. ,. 

Syth that I see the brygh-te god-dis se-ven-e 

J" J. J' J I J 1 J J/) :J J 
> • ,. , 

, 
= 

Mowe wepe and wayle, and pas-si-on en-dur-e, 

; f J r J IJ ) 1 ( j R ,, , , , 
As may in erthe a rnor-tal cre-a-tur-ee 

r i f ) 
.... ("i r ) J J I ( J ) } j ) ,, / 7 I , 7 , 

Al-las, fro when-nes may thys thing pro-ced-e, 

T J r j 1! J. p 
J 

\ I } j --
/ 

~ l , ,. , , , , 
" + 

Of which er-rour I deye al-most for dred-e? 
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THE COMPLAINT OF CHAUCER TO HIS PURSE 

i '---f-t-c:Tff----+-1 -#-J--+-t-il-""---'--i. _i._ot----'t--+--1 _J. ____ ;J -I--~ ___:;_) __ ----I 1 / ., ~ 
To you, my pur-se, and to noon o-ther wight 

Com-playne I, for ye be my la-dy de-re! 

/ 7 " 
I am so sor-y, now that ye been lyght; 

JJ ) =] \ =1 j ~ / 1 1 =J1 ,- , 
r 7 7 r , 

For cer-tes, but ye make me hev-y cher-e, 

=f f I' f9 J 1-1. J' 4 Jl r av J. av >-
. V I -

Me were as leef be layd up-on my ber-e; 

J' " r " J j/J ) ·J f J' j ' 1 .. , , , .. , 7 , 

For which un-to your mer-cy thus I cry-e: 

; JJ JI~ J j J I 1J :1 
• ' 

Beth hev-y a-geyn, or el-les mot I dy-e! 
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